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Summary yet exist (ref. 4). This  lack  of  understanding  results 
primarily  from  limited knowledge  of (1) the  chemistry  of 
the  impurity  elements in the  combustion  process; (2) the 
mode  of  deposition  of  the  corrosive  deposits (refs. 5 to 
9); and (3) the  interaction  of these  deposits,  the 
surrounding  vapors,  and  erosive  particles  with 
component materials (refs. 6 to 14). The complexity of 
the  hot  corrosion processes is indicated by noting  that  the 
lives of identical  materials in the  hot  sections  of 
nominally  identical  gas  turbines  can  differ  depending  on 
engine application  (ref. 15), quality  of  the  fuel  (ref. 161, 
engine maintenance procedures (ref. 17), and mission 
profile (refs. 18 and 19). 
To  further  complicate  matters,  there is disagreement  as 
to  the  applicability  of  laboratory  testing  procedures. 
Some researchers believe only engine tests or at  least 
turbine  simulators (where  all or most  major  engine 
parameters are duplicated) can provide reliable infor- 
mation  concerning  component  behavior  (refs.  20  and 21). 
Unfortunately  the  nearer  a test rig resembles an engine, 
the  more  prohibitive is the cost of  building  and  running 
the  simulator,  the  more  difficult is the  control  and meas- 
urement of test conditions, and the more limited is the 
range available for each test parameter.  Thus collecting 
each data point becomes costly, time consuming, and 
accompanied by a large uncertainty. Engine testing not 
only possesses all of these deficiencies, but findings in 
one  type  of  engine  are  not necessarily applicable to 
another  type  of  engine (refs. 22 and 23). 
An  approach to minimizing  engine  testing in  the 
development  of  improved  corrosion-resistant  alloys  and 
coatings  has  been to empirically correlate  material 
response between a laboratory testing procedure and a 
specific turbine  engine (e.g., refs. 15 and 24 to 31). The 
testing procedure  often includes the screening  of
specimens of prospective materials in various types of 
burner rigs ranging in complexity from low to high gas 
velocities and  atmospheric to higher  pressures.  Impurities 
associated  with  hot  corrosion  are  introduced  into  the rig 
by the  combustion  air  or  the  fuel or both.  The responses 
of  the  materials in the rig are  then used to predict  their 
engine  behavior  on  the basis of  some  preestablished 
empirical  correlations.  The  ranking  of alloys in the 
laboratory  without  benefit of  a correlation to an  actual 
engine,  however,  can  be  misleading.  This is illustrated  by 
the  results of “round-robin”  programs,  where  dif- 
ferences  were reported in the  corrosion  resistance  ranking 
of  a set of superalloys  by  different  laboratories (refs. 4, 
32, and 33). Although  the  empirical  approach  has  proven 
to  be  useful,  it is limited to a  particular  type of engine for 
a particular  application  and, in some  cases, is limited to a 
small range of alloys. Furthermore this approach does 
not  contribute to a basic understanding  of  the  corrosion 
process. 
An  approach  often  taken  to  provide  basic  under- 
standing  has  been to  model  a single aspect of the 
Deposition  rates on  platinum-rhodium cylindrical col- 
lectors rotating in the cross streams of the combustion 
gases  of  asalt-seeded  Mach  0.3 burner rig were 
determined.  The  collectors  were  internally  air  cooled so 
that their surface temperatures could be widely varied 
while  they  were  exposed to constant combustion gas 
temperatures. 
The deposition  rates  were  compared  with  t ose 
predicted  by  the  chemically  frozen  boundary layer 
(CFBL) computer program, which is based on multi- 
component  vapor  transport  through  the  boundary layer. 
Excellent agreement was obtained between theory and 
experiment  for  the NaC1-seeded case,  but  the  agreement 
lessened as the seed was changed to synthetic sea salt, 
NaN03, and K2SO4, respectively, and was particularly 
poor in the case  of Na2S04.  However,  when  inertial 
impaction was assumed to be the  deposition  mechanism 
for  the  Na2S04  case,  the  predicted  rates agreed well with 
the  experimental  rates.  The  former  were  calculated  from 
a  mean  particle  diameter  that  was  derived  from  the 
measured initial droplet size distribution  of  the  solution 
spray. 
Critical  experiments  showed  that  liquid-phase  deposits 
were blown off the smooth surface of the platinum- 
rhodium collectors by the aerodynamic shear forces of 
the high-velocity combustion gases but that rough or 
porous  surfaces  retained  their  liquid  deposits. 
Introduction 
Hot corrosion is a life-limiting form of accelerated 
environmental  attack  that  can  occur  on vanes and blades 
in the  hot  sections  of  gas  turbine  engines (refs. 1  and 2). 
Over the past 15 years much progress has been made 
toward understanding many important features of this 
corrosion process. Thus it is generally  agreed that  depos- 
its of sodium sulfate, often in synergistic combination 
with low levels of  elements  such  as  potassium,  vanadium, 
carbon,  lead,  and  particles or vapors  of  sodium  chloride, 
are  capable of compromising  the  protective  oxide scales 
formed  on engine  components  and of sometimes 
preventing  their  eformation  (ref. 3). The  corrosion- 
causing  elements  enter  with  the  air  ingested  into  the 
turbine inlet and with  fuel.  For  example,  turbines 
operating near the sea coast, on ships, or on aircraft 
operating close to the  ocean  surface  can ingest Na2S04 
directly as  a  component of sea  water, or NaCl in the sea 
water can react with the sulfur impurity in the fuel to 
form  Na2S04 within the engine. 
Despite  considerable  progress a sufficient under- 
standing  of  the  mechanistic  details to provide predictive 
capability of hot  corrosion within gas  turbines  does  not 
corrosion process at  a time (i.e., investigate just that 
aspect in  a  controlled  laboratory  environment).  Examples 
of this type of investigation include the thermogravi- 
metric oxidation of salt-coated specimens to study the 
oxide scale fluxing  process; the  oxidation  of  presulfidized 
specimens (or specimens  first  exposed in  an  02-SO2 
mixture) to study the sulfidation part of the process; 
impinging  high-velocity  particles on specimens in the 
combustion gases of  a salt-seeded burner rig to study  the 
erosion-corrosion  interaction;  and  other  such  procedures 
(refs. 1, 3, and 34). Of course, the applicability of the 
results  from  these  types  of  investigations  depends  on  the 
correctness of the modeling, which is often judged by 
how closely the  xperiment  can  duplicate  acertain 
morphology  observed in corroded service parts. A 
problem  of  interpretation  arises  when  the  same 
morphology  can be reproduced by two entirely different 
laboratory  procedures.  An  example  of  this  dilemma 
occurred in the  laboratory  testing  for “low temperature” 
hot  corrosion  (ref. 35). 
The present study is a  continuation  of  an  investigation 
into  the  deposition mechanism  aspect of  the  hot 
corrosion process.  In an earlier  paper  (ref. 36) the 
combustion gases  of  a  Mach 0.3 burner rig were  seeded 
with  various  salts  (NaCl,  Na2S04,  and  synthetic sea salt), 
and the deposition rate and deposit composition were 
determined  as  afunction  of  the  inert  collector 
temperature.  To  interpret  the  results of this  work,  Rosner 
and his coworkers, under the sponsorship of NASA, 
developed  the  multicomponent  chemically  frozen 
boundary layer (CFBL) theory of salt deposition rates 
from  combustion  gases (refs. 36 to 41). 
When the CFBL theory was applied to the Na2S04- 
seeded burner rig data,  reasonably  good  agreement was 
found  at  temperatures  far below the  dewpoint.  However, 
the  theory predicted  higher  ates than  observed  just 
below the dewpoint even though the experimental dew- 
points  themselves  compared  favorably  with  the 
thermodynamically  predicted  values  for all three salt 
compositions (ref. 36). The considerable scatter in the 
data of  reference 36 suggested  a  need for  better  control  of 
the  burner rig test parameters in order  to better define  the 
comparison  of  experiment  and  theory.  In  addition, i  this 
first  program, 6 hours were  required to collect each data 
point, and the lowest achievable collector temperature 
was restricted by the limited temperature range of the 
burner’s  combustion gases. Two  distinct  approaches  have 
been undertaken to provide better experimental data. 
Rosner and his group built a  flat-flame, low-velocity gas 
burner  whose  salt-seeded  gases  impinged  upon  a 
platinum  ribbon  (ref. 42). An electric current  through  the 
ribbon  allowed it to be  heated above  the  dewpoint 
temperature produced in the seeded combustion gases 
themselves. Upon  reducing  the  heating  current  the 
dewpoint  and  deposition  rates  were  measured  on-line by 
various laser-based optical means. This technique per- 
mitted the accumulation of numerous data in a short 
time.  However,  until  now no provisions had been  made 
to cool  the  ribbon  collector below the  temperature  pro- 
vided  by the  hot  gases,  thereby  limiting  the lower 
temperature  range of the  collector. 
The  second  approach to collecting  better  experimental 
data is the subject of this paper. The purpose of this 
effort was to modify  the  Mach  0.3  burner ig and  testing 
procedures in such  a  way as  to  reduce  rhe  scatter  of  the 
data,  increase  the  temperature  range  of  the  collector,  and 
decrease  the  time  required to determine  each  data  point. 
The  chronological  order  of  approach  toward  these 
objectives  was  as  follows:  Additional  instrumentation 
was provided to improve  the  control  of  the  burner rig. 
The  collector was  redesigned to be  internally  air  cooled, 
allowing the  collector  temperature to be  varied  from  over 
1050” C down to 500” C at a constant combustion gas 
temperature.  The  salt  solution  concentration was in- 
creased to reduce  the  time  required to accumulate 
measurable  deposits.  Then to  further  improve  the  data, a
factorially  designed  xperimental  program  was 
implemented to determine  the  remaining  sources  of 
variability in the data. This investigation in turn led to 
further rig modifications,  a  change in burner liner design, 
and  the  preheating  of  the  combustion  air. 
Upon  completion of these rig modifications  and  testing 
procedures, deposition rates and dewpoints were deter- 
mined from burner rig runs in which the combustion 
gases  were  seeded  with  Na2S04,  synthetic  sea salt, 
K2SO4, NaCl,  and  NaN03.  These  improved  experimental 
data were compared with  values  calculated  by  using the 
CFBL  theory.  Supplementary  tests were conducted  to  aid 
in interpreting  the  data  nd  also to experimentally 
determine  a  value  for  the  mass  transfer  Nusselt  number, 
which  would  include the  effect  of  free-stream  turbulence. 
Preliminary Considerations, 
Procedures,  and  Results 
To  appreciate  the need for  alterations in the  burner rig 
design and  testing  procedures used in the  present  work,  a 
brief description of  the  previous rig configuration,  testing 
procedures, and results is required.  The  modifications  to 
improve  the rig and test designs are  then  outlined,  and  the 
results of preliminary experiments to assess the effec- 
tiveness of  the  changes  are  described and  evaluated. 
Original  Experimental  Procedures and Limitations 
The  type  of  burner rig used in the  previous  deposition 
testing has been  described  elsewhere (refs. 36 and 43) and 
is shown in figure 1, along with the collector assembly. 
The  burner  consisted  of  a  housing  and liner within  which 
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Figure 1 .  -Burner rig deposition testing configuration with sleeve-type collector. 
jet  fuel  (ASTM D-1655) and  air were mixed and ignited. 
The  combustion  products exited through  an L605 
(cobalt-base superalloy) nozzle onto a small Pt-1OVoRh 
thin-walled sleeve collector  backed by an Inconel support 
(fig. 2). The  support  contained a Chrornel-Alumel 
thermocouple peened into  a hole in its wall for  monitor- 
ing the  temperature  of  the  collector.  The  entire assembly 
was rotated at about 100 rpm. The temperature of the 
collector was varied by varying the fuel-to-air ratio to 
alter the gas temperature of the burner. The range of 
fuel-to-air ratios allowing steady burner operation was 
limited, and with the  configuration  and distances  shown 
in figure 1 this  translated  into collector  temperatures 
ranging  from 800" to 1030" C. The fuel flow and  airflow 
:Inconel support Burner nozzle -I,
I, r Platinum 
1, / collector I I '  I 
Q 4 P  .. I,. $:: 
Figure 2. -Schematic of collector sleeve and support assembly. 
were measured with calibrated rotameters. The burner 
was controlled by a  closed-loop system where the  output 
of a visible radiation  pyrometer  focused on  the collector 
was fed to  a  controller  that  operated  an electric-to- 
pneumatic  transducer.  This  transducer, in turn,  adjusted 
the fuel flow valve in response to variations in the 
pyrometer  signal  in  order to maintain  a  set-point 
temperature.  The  combustion airflow valve was manually 
set to  provide  a gage  pressure  of  6.9 kPa (1 psi) within the 
burner, thereby  assuring Mach 0.3 operation. 
The salt solution, either NaCI, Na2S04, or synthetic 
sea  salt  (ASTM D-1141-52, table I ) ,  was pumped  into  the 
combustor by a  peristaltic pump  at  a  calibrated flow  rate 
of 200 milliliters/hr. The  solution was air  atomized  into a 
fine spray within the combustion chamber downstream 
of  the  ignitor (fig. 1). The  concentration  of  the salt 
solutions were based on collecting  measurable  deposits  in 
the 6-hour run time. Higher salt concentrations would 
have permitted shorter run times, but access to  the test 
cell was limited to  once a day because the other three 
burners  located  in the  same cell were involved in 
endurance  tests.  After  each  run  the  salt  deposited on the 
collector was weighed and chemically analyzed. 
An example  of  the  data  obtained (ref. 36) is shown in 
figure 3, along with the  theoretical curve. The theoretical 
curve was generated from the CFBL theory of Rosner 
and  coworkers (refs. 36 to 42). Reasonably  good 
agreement was found  at  emperatures  far below the 
dewpoint, but the theory overpredicted observed rates 
just below the  dewpoint.  The  dewpoint  temperatures 
themselves compared  favorably  with  the  thermo- 
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Burner Rig and  Experimental Modifications 
A new  Mach  0.3  burner rig was built to provide  better 
experimental data  to  compare with the  CFBL  deposition 
theory (less scatter  and  an  expanded  collector  tem- 
perature range) and to provide for more efficient data 
collection. This rig is similar to  the  one  just described, 
but  with  added  instrumentation  and  located  in  a  separate 
cell with unlimited access. Also, the collector assembly 
was  redesigned to  provide  for  internal  air  cooling  and  a 
more  amenable  geometry  for  ease  of  calculating 
transport parameters across the boundary layer (figs. 4 
and 5) .  The collector itself was a Pt-20% Rh cylinder, 
1.9-cm (3/4-in.) 0.d. by 1.3 cm (1/2 in.) high with a 
0.6-cm (1/44n.)  deep  vertical  hole in its  0.3-cm (1/8-in.) 
thick  wall for accepting  a Pt/Pt-13%  Rh  thermocouple. 
Above  and below the  collector were  1.9-cm (314-in.) 0.d. 
by  3.8-cm (1.5-in.) long  ceramic  tubes (spacers). The 
lower  spacer  contained  a  longitudinal  groove to  accom- 
modate  the  ceramic-sheathed  thermocouple leads. Within 
the cylinder formed by the collector and its ceramic 
spacers  was an Inconel  tube, closed at the  top  and 
perforated with small holes. The collector was cooled 
from  within by the  impingement  of  air  from  these holes. 
The  collector  and  spacers were  spring  loaded to allow for 
thermal  expansion  and to assure  intimate  contact of the 
enclosed thermocouple  head with the  collector. 
Preliminary tests were conducted to verify that the 
' temperature readings from the embedded thermocouple 
were the  same  as  those  on  the  surface  when  the  collector 
was internally cooled. This was accomplished by simul- 
taneously  comparing  the  output  of  the  embedded 
thermocouple with that of a thermocouple whose bead 
was peened into a hole  through  the  surface  of  the 
collector (fig. 6). The small  dimensions  of  the  collector, 
along with its rotation in the  combustion gases (about 200 
rpm),  assured  a uniform  temperature  over its entire 
surface,  as was verified by using an  optical  pyrometer. 
This  collector  assembly  design  allowed  deposition  runs 
to be conducted  at  constant  flame  temperatures  (constant 
fuel-to-air ratios) while the collector temperature was 
varied  over  a  large  range. For example,  with  the  collector 
rotating in combustion gases  with temperatures  as high as 
1600" C,  the  temperature  of  the  collector  could be varied 
from  over  1050"  C  down to 500"  C. 
To cover this large temperature range, two different 
ceramic materials were required for the spacers in the 
collector  assembly.  At  low  collector  temperatures, below 
850" C, spacers  made  of Si3N4 were  used  because  of  their 
good  thermal  shock  resistance.  Above 850" C, however, 
the  Na2S04  deposit  reacted with the Si3N4 to  form 
vitreous silica, which caused the spacer to stick to the 
collector  and  the  sheath  of  the  thermocouple  leads.  Thus 
above  850"  C less reactive A1203 spacers  were  used, 
thermal  shock being much less severe than  at  the lower 
temperatures when more cooling  air  was  required. 
c 
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Figure 3. -Effect  of  collector  temperature  predicted  and  experimental 
Na2S04 deposition  rates  for  sleeve  type of collector  configuration. 
Ambient pressure, 1 atm. 
dynamically predicted values. Also, considerable scatter 
is evident in the  experimental  data. 
Briefly, Rosner's  theory  predicts  a deposition  flux 
resulting from simultaneous Fick (concentration) diffu- 
sion,  Soret  ( hermal)  diffusion,  convection,  and 
turbulence  through  a  gaseous  boundary  layer between the 
combustion gases and  the  surface  of  the  collector. 
Thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed to exist at the 
outer  and  inner edges of the  boundary  layer.  The 
boundary layer is assumed to be chemically frozen or 
"source free." This means that no chemical reaction, 
condensation, nucleation, or coagulation occurs within 
this layer. AI1 of the sodium added to the combustion 
gases is available  for  transport  to  the  collector via vapor 
species (e.g., NaCl(g),  NaOH(g),  Na(g), and Na2SO,(g)). 
The mass flux for each such species i at the surface is 
given  by 
where  all  symbols are  defined in appendix  A. 
In  the  absence  of  main-stream  turbulence,  thermal 
diffusion,  and  variable  property  effects,  equation (1) 
reduces to the  familiar  form 
For  details  of  the  CFBL  theory see references 38 and 39 
and  the recently compiled CFBL  computer  manual 
(ref. 44). 
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Figure 4. -Burner rig deposition configuration with internally cooled collector 
The enclosed thermocouple in the collector not only 
measured the  temperature  of  the  collector,  but was also 
used as a signal  source to  operate a  closed-loop  cooling 
air  control system. The signal from  the  thermocouple was 
fed to a  controller  that  operated  an electric-to-pneumatic 
transducer.  This  transducer  adjusted  the  cooling  airflow 
valve in response to deviations from  the set point of the 
controller as sensed by the  thermocouple.  The fuel flow 
was controlled by a  similar  closed-loop  system. A 
Pt/Pt-13% Rh thermocouple  located  downstream  of  the 
collector  provided  the necessary signal for  the fuel 
control system. The combustion airflow valve was set 
manually to provide a gage pressure of 6.9 kPa (1 psi) 
within the  burner.  The  combustion  airflow  and fuel flow 
were measured by calibrated  turbine flowmeters. The 
maximum  flows were 2.1 milliliterdsec (2 gal/hr)  of fuel 
and 37.8 g/sec (300 lb/hr) of air. To obtain the large 
range of collector  temperatures at  constant  flame 
temperatures, the cooling air gage pressure was varied 
from  near  zero to  about 4.1 x lo5 Pa (60 psi). A 
simplified  schematic  of the flow  systems and controls is 
given in figure 7. 
A few preliminary  tests were conducted to see if 
collector  distance from  the exit nozzle  affected  deposition 
rate, all other  parameters except cooling  airflow being the 
same. The distance between the collector and the exit 
nozzle could be  readily  varied from < 1.27 to >30.5 cm 
(< 1/2 to > 12 in.). This provision of the burner was 
accomplished by mounting the entire  rotating  shaft 
assembly on a plate on  the  front of the  burner  stand.  The 
plate  could be drawn  from  the  stand  on  four  horizontal 
cylindrical supports (fig. 8). Flexible electrical and 
cooling air connections were made to the component 
parts  on  the  shaft assembly. This assembly consisted of 
the collector assembly, a hollow shaft, a thermocouple 
connector,  a  thermocouple  slip ring (allows temperature 
measurements to be made on a rotating system), and  an 
electric motor with belt connection to a  centrifugal 
switch. The role of the centrifugal switch was to shut 
down  the  burner i f  rotation ceased because of, for 
example, binding of the shaft. Changes in the distance 
between the exit nozzle and  the collector did not result in 
a  detectable  change in the  amount  of  deposit. 
The adjustability of the collector-to-exit-nozzle  dis- 
tance allowed the ready substitution of exit nozzles of 
different sizes. The long exit nozzle shown  in  figure 4 was 
used in the preliminary  tests,  but the bulk of  the testing 
was  conducted  using a short exit nozzle made of RA 330 
(Fe-35Ni-19Cr-1.25Si-1.5Mn-0.5C) with the leading 
surface of the collector at  about 1.3 cm (1/2 in.) from  the 
nozzle. The  purpose here was to  have the collector within 
the isentropic zone of the flame (fig. 8(a)). With this 
burner  configuration  about half as  much mass  flow was 
required for  the  same collector temperature  as was 
needed with the configuration  of  the  first  program 
(fig. 1). However,  the  trim on  the fuel flow valve was not 
properly sized to accommodate this reduction in mass 
flow. To maintain  the versatility of the rig, the valve trim 
was not altered, but a fuel bypass line was installed 
upstream of the fuel flowmeter (fig. 7@)). Thus either 
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Surface peened Embedded 
thermocouple thermocouple 
Figure 6.  -Specially  thermocoupled  internally  cooled  collector used 
to verify  surface  temperature. 
long  (and  massive) or short  burner exit nozzles  could be 
used merely by adjusting the bypass valve in the fuel 
return  line. 
Another  feature  of this revised system was the 
installation  of  a  probe  actuator  that  permitted  the  remote 
positioning  of  flame  probes.  Figure 9 shows the  actuator 
and the position of a sonic temperature probe when 
sensing combustion gas temperature  and  its position 
when the  burner is arced  into  the collector  heat  position. 
Details of the use of this feature will be given when 
describing the experiments in which the actuator and 
probes were employed. 
In the previous program  the salt  solution  flow was set 
by the speed of the peristaltic pump and the amount 
actually  consumed was determined by the weight change 
in the  solution reservoir  before and  after each run.  In  the 
modified  system, the flow rate was set as  before but  the 
amount  consumed was continuously  monitored  either by 
the weight change of the reservoir as sensed by a load 
cell, or by the  volume  change where the reservoir was a 
graduated cylinder that  could be  viewed from  the  obser- 
vation  window  of the test cell. 
Preliminary Tests and  Results 
Some  of  the preliminary  testing to verify the  adequacy 
(b) of the rig has been referred to in describing the rig 
(a) Assembled. modifications. In addition  to these,  preliminary  tests 
(b) Exploded view. were also  conducted  to  determine  heff ct    th  
Figure 5 .  -Internally  cooled  c lector. following  parameters on deposition:  time,  collector 
temperature, salt flow rate, salt solution concentration, 
salt  injector  geometry  and  orientation,  and collector 
rotation speed. As in the previous program, the sulfur 
content  of  the  Jet A-1 fuel varied from 0.02 to 0.06 wt%. 
The sulfur in the fuel was analyzed each time the fuel 
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Figure 7. -Schematic representation o f  flow systems  and controls. 
(a)  Closed. 
(b) Extended. 
Figure 8. -Position of burner  stand  front  plate  with  rotating  shaft 
assembly. 
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(a) Probe  position for sensing combustion  gas. 
(b) Probe  position when burner is in  the collector heat position. 
Figure 9. -Remotely controlled  probe  actuator  with sonic temperature probe. 
tank was  refilled.  Solutions  of  Na2S04  were  used in all  of The  data in figure 10 indicate  that  the  deposition  rate 
these  tests. The  amount  of  salt  deposited was  measured was  linear  with  time  within  the  time  frames  shown,  with 
by weighing the amount accumulated on the collector the  exception  of  the 900" C data.  Figure 11 represents  the 
during  the  run  and  the  amount  scrubbed off the  collector rate  of  deposition  for  various  collector  temperatures  at  a 
after  the  run.  These  two weights  were  usually  within 0.2 constant combustion gas temperature. Each data point 
mg of each  other (i.e., within  the precision of  the represents  a  30-minute  run.  The  main  feature of the  data 
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Figure 10. -Rate of deposition of Na2SO4-seeded  runs  at collector 
temperatures  indicated. The larger  scatter of the data  at 850°C 
reflects  the  mixing of data  from runs with four  different burner 
liners. 
melting point  of N a ~ S 0 4 )  with steep declines at  temper- 
atures to either  side  of  the  peak.  CFBL  theory  predicts  a 
plateau  (nearly  constant  deposition  rate) at lower 
collector  temperatures with  a fast rise from  the  dewpoint 
temperature  to  this  plateau level. By assuming  a  plateau 
value (in this  case  the  peak  deposition  rate) and using  a 
calculated dewpoint based on thermodynamics only, a 
representation  of  the  theoretical  curve (its shape  but  not 
its  magnitude)  can  be  expressed by equation (2)(ref. 42): 
Equation (2) results from dilute vapor diffusion theory 
for a single, nondissociated vapor whose condensation 
rate is simply  proportional to  the  difference between  its 
partial  pressure  prevailing in the  combustion  gases  and  its 
equilibrium  vapor  pressure  over  the  condensate.  The 
derivation is given in  appendix B. Equation (2) provides  a 
quick comparison of the data with the shape of the 
theoretical curve, ignoring the magnitude of the data. 
40 r I ,r Equation 121 
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Figure 1 1. - Deposition rates  from NazS04-seeded burner  at  constant 
combustion gas temperature. Run duration, 30 min; sodium con- 
centration, 6 ppm with respect to combustion air mass. (The data 
were accumulated from runs with three different burner liners.) 
The  theoretical  magnitude  of  the  rate at each temperature 
can  be  calculated,  of  course, by using equation (l), but 
for now the  purpose is just  to  compare  the  shape  of  the 
experimental  curve  with that of the  predicted  curve.  Later 
in the  report  he  results  of  studies  that  address  the 
disparity between theory  and  experiment  are discussed in 
detail. 
The  effect  of  varying  the  salt  solution  pump speed (salt 
solution flow rate into the combustor) is presented in 
figure 12 for  two  concentrations of Na2S04  solution.  The 
nominal  salt  solution  flow  rate  used  throughout  his 
program was 200 milliliterdhr, unless otherwise stated, 
as in the case here. The data indicate a direct propor- 
tionality between the  amount of deposit  on  the  collector 
and  the  quantity of salt  entering  the  combustor.  Figure 13 
represents  the  effect  of  salt  solution  concentration  on  the 
deposition  rate.  At  high  salt  concentrations and with  long 
run  times,  the  constant  amount of deposit  observed  was 
speculated to be  a  result  of newly  introduced 
mechanisms.  This  phenomenon  was  attributed to the 
prevailing  balance  between  the  mass  arrival  and 
departure rates due to events such as entrainment and 
spalling. Apparently there is a limit to the amount of 
deposit than can adhere to the collector. With more 
concentrated solutions and lower air mass flow rates 
through  the  combustor  (both  contributing to  an increased 
salt concentration in the combustion gases) and with 
longer  collector  exposure  times,  this  limit  had  been 
exceeded. 
The  orientation  of  the  salt  solution  injector  as  it  affects 
the  deposition  rate  was  studied.  Four  configurations were 
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Figure 12. -Effect  of  Na2S04 solution  flow rate on deposition rate 
for  two salt solution concentrations. Run duration, 30 min; 
collector  temperature, 950°C; combustion  air mass  flow rate, 
109 + 4  kg/hr (240 + 9  Ib/hr). 
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Figure 13. -Effect  of  Na2S04 solution  concentration  on  deposition 
rate. Collector temperature. 850" C; solution flow rate, uw) mlMiters/ 
hr. Salt concentrations are given with respect to the combustion 
air  mass. 
considered. The standard configuration used in all the 
Mach 0.3 burner rigs at Lewis has a 0.64-cm (114-in.) 
0.d.  injector inserted into  the  combustion gases at about 
10.8 cm (4.25 in.) from  the  throat  of  the exit nozzle. The 
probe  penetrates  one-quarter of the  diameter  of  the 
combustor liner and faces downstream, discharging a 
fine mist of droplets at a 20" angle (fig. 14). The salt 
solution is pumped  through  an inner  tube  of  the  probe 
and is atomized by pressurized air flowing through an 
outer concentric tube. The atomizing air is at a gage 
pressure  of 34 kPa (5 psi). The  other  orientations  are  also 
shown schematically in figure 14: the standard injector 
penetration  but  facing  upstream,  and a 1/2-liner- 
diameter  depth of penetration with the salt  injector 
facing  either upstream  or  downstream.  The average 
deposition  rates are given for each  of the  four 
configurations. No variation  of  the values were observed 
beyond  the  scatter in the  data.  However,  this scatter was 
greater  than  ticipated.  Thus  these  r sults  are 
inconclusive. 
Another  experimental  parameter  that was investigated 
was collector rotation  speed.  Figure 15 indicates  no effect 
on deposition  rate with rotation speeds from zero to over 
1700 rpm. The standard speed used throughout these 
studies was 230 rprn. 
These  preliminary  test  results  indicated  that  the 
modified  burner rig functioned well, but  the scatter in the 
amount  of deposit was about  the  same  as in the previous 
program  and  the  shape  of  the  deposition  rate curve did 
not  agree with the  CFBL  theory.  Apparently  other 
parameters  are involved or some  of  the  assumptions used 
in the  theory  are  not  applicable  for  this  situation. 
Factorial  Design  Procedures  and  Results 
To ascertain  the extent to which other  factors  are 
involved in the  experimental  method used herein to study 
deposition, a factorial design approach was used to 
consider  quantitatively  the  influence  of  these  parameters 
on deposition  rate.  The  program was designed by Steven 
M. Sidik of NASA Lewis and only the results are dis- 
cussed herein.  The  parameters  investigated were 
(1) collector temperature, (2) Na2S04  solution flow rate, 
(3) time  trends, (4) collector-to-collector  variation, 
(5) burner- l iner- to-burner- l iner   var ia t ion,   and 
(6) combustion  gas  temperature.  Parameters (1) and (2) 
had  already been studied  but were  included for 
completeness. The idea was to conduct the program in 
such a way as  to minimize the number of experimental 
runs and at the same time to be able to separate the 
influence of each of the parameters on the deposition 
rate.  Any  significant  variability  not  accounted  for by 
these  parameters  would  indicate  the existence of  a
significant  parameter or parameters  not yet considered in 
the testing. The details of the experimental procedures 
are described  next. 
At  the beginning  of  each  day of testing,  a new liner was 
placed in the  combustor  and a  randomly  chosen  collector 
was installed. The burner was turned on  and allowed to 
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(a)  Standard  probe  configuration. 
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Figure 14. -Effect of salt solution probe  orientation  on deposition rate  from  a Na2SO4-seeded burner. Run duration, 30 min;  collector 
temperature, 850" C. (Dimensions are in centimeters (inches).) 
Collector rotational speed, rpm 
Figure 15. -Effect of collector rotational speed on deposition  rate. 
Run duration, 30 min;  collector temperature, 895" C ;  salt  con- 
centration, 18-ppm Na2S04 in combustion  air. 
warm up  for 30 minutes,  more  than  enough  timelo reach 
steady-state  conditions.  The  desired  fuel-to-air  ratio was 
set,  and  the  flame  temperature was  measured  with  a  sonic 
probe  that  could be  remotely  located to  any  position in 
two  planes  within &2.5 x 10-3 cm (+0.001  in.). In these 
tests the  probe  tip was located in the  center of the  throat 
of the exit nozzle,  at  the  same  distance  from  the  throat  as 
the forward surface of the collector would be located 
(i.e., 1 cm (0.4 in.), fig. 9). The  burner was then moved 
into  the  heat  position.  Internal  cooling  airflow ithin the 
collector was adjusted to obtain the desired collector 
temperature. The salt pump was  switched on. Thirty 
minutes later the burner was moved out of the heat 
position  and  simultaneously  the  salt  pump was switched 
off.  The  flame  temperature was checked  again. The 
collector  was  force  cooled by increasing its internal 
cooling  airflow.  The  amount  of  solution  consumed was 
noted, the collector was removed, and a new collector 
was installed (all without  turning  off  the  burner to save 
heat-up time). Then a new run cycle would begin. Six 
such  runs were made each day.  The  amount  of  salt 
deposited on the collectors was measured and then the 
collectors were cleaned and weighed in preparation for 
reuse. 
The  salt  pump speed  was  calibrated for  each  change in 
salt solution flow rate by noting the time required to 
pump  the  solution  into  a  graduated cylinder to a  conven- 
ient volume and  adjusting  the  pump speed  accordingly. 
In selected runs the deposit was analyzed by using the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive 
spectrography  (EDS),  and  X-ray  diffraction  (XRD).  The 
overall factorial design program was divided into two 
parts.  Part  1 consisted  of  the  flame  and salt flow 
parameters  both  at  their low or both  at  their high levels. 
Virgin burner  liners  were  used in part 1. In  part 2, when 
one of these  two  parameters was at its high level the  other 
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was at its low level. The  burner  liners used  in part 1 were 
cleaned  and reused  in part 2. 
Figure 16 represents  the  data  from  part 1and  figure 17, 
the  data  from  part 2. There was a  noticeable  increase  in 
scatter in part 2 over  that in part 1, perhaps indicating 
some  deterioration  of  the  liners.  In  spite of the  scatter  in 
the  data,  two  characteristics  can  be  distinguished: (1) at 
the  higher  flame  temperature,  the  curves  tended  to 
plateau  at low collector  temperatures  as  theory  predicts; 
(2) liner variation caused a significant change in the 
magnitude  of  the  curves. 
X-ray  diffraction  patterns  from  deposits  on  collectors 
exposed  at 750", 800",  and 900" C  to  the high  salt flow 
rates  and high flame  temperatures revealed  only one 
phase,  Na2S04  (thenardite-form V, ASTM 5-631), 
along  with  a few very weak unidentified  lines.  However, 
the  NASA  complex chemical  equilibrium  computer 
(CEC)  code  (ref. 45), predicted  deposits of Na2C03  and 
no  condensed  Na2S04  for  these  conditions.  The 
computer program indicated the dewpoint temperature 
for  Na2C03  to  be 854" C. 
Several  possibilities  can  be  offered to  explain  the 
discrepancy  between  the  predicted  and  observed 
condensate  phases.  The  Na2S04-to-Na2C03  transition is 
quite  sharp. A slight  inaccuracy  in  the  fuel-to-air  ratio, 
and thus the gas composition, could give a misleading 
expectation  of the  stable  condensed  phase.  Another 
possibility is that  the  vapor  composition  at  the  collector 
wall differed  slightly  from  that  thermodynamically 
predicted  from  the  main-stream  composition  because of 
the different mobilities of the vapor species diffusing 
through  the  boundary  layer  (refs. 36 and 46). This 
transport  effect  on  the  composition  at  the wall side  of  the 
boundary layer may have been sufficient to shift the 
equilibrium  of  the  condensate to Na2S04.  The  final 
possibility is that  the  deposition  mode was  not by vapor 
Collector temperature. T, OC 
(a) Low combustion  gas temperature and low salt solution  flow rate with liner 1. 
(b) High  combustion  gas temperature  and  high  salt solution  flow rate  with  liner 2. 
(c) Low  combustion  gas temperature  and low salt solution  flow rate with liner 3. 
(d) High  combustion  gas temperature and high salt solution flow rate with liner 4. 
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Collector temperature, T,. OC 
(a) Low combustion  gas  temperature  and high salt solution flow rate with liner 1. 
(b) High combustion  gas  temperature  and low salt  solution flow rate with liner 3.  
(c) Low combustion  gas  temperature  and high salt solution flow rate with liner 2. 
(d) High  combustion  gas  temperature  and low salt solution flow rate with liner 4. 
Figure 17. - Effect of collector temperature on deposition rate-factorial design Na2S04-seeded burner rig experiment  (part 2). 
diffusion  but by inertial  impaction  of incompletely 
evaporated Na2S04 droplets. In such a case there may 
not  have  been  sufficient time  at  the  collector  temperature 
for  conversion  of  the  Na2S04 to the stable Na2C03 
phase. 
A statistical analysis of the data by Sidik (personal 
communication)  indicated  that all significant  parameters 
were  considered in these  xperiments,  the  remaining 
variability  (scatter)  being  “statistical noise.’’ The 
collector  temperature  and  the  Na2S04  solution flow rate 
parameters behaved as in past  experiments,  except  for  the 
plateau in the deposition rate curve at high fuel-to-air 
ratios. There was a slight trend effect, variation in the 
data  from  any  one liner with time, which is thought  to be 
due  to  coking  of  the  liner.  The  effect was more  noticeable 
at high fuel-to-air ratios, which is consistent with the 
coking  interpretation.  The  trend  effect is not to  be 
confused with the  effect  due to  the  deterioration  that  had 
occurred when the liners were reused in part 2 of the 
program. The trend effect suggests the need to preheat 
the  combustion  air  before  mixing it with the  fuel in the 
combustor. There was no significant  variation in the 
deposition  rates  associated with the six different 
collectors used in the  program,  no  collector-to-collector 
variation. As indicated in figures 16 and 17, a  significant 
liner effect  was  detected.  This  effect is thought  to be due 
to variation in the  degree  and  configuration of warping 
of the  open  end  (hot  end)  of  the liner from  one liner to 
another,  suggesting  the need to reinforce  this  section  of 
the  liner. 
Principal  Test  Procedures  and  Results 
The  factorial design  experiments clearly indicated  the 
need to  modify  the  burner liner to eliminate liner-to-liner 
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variation in the deposition rate. The less bothersome 
trend  effect was thought to be caused  by  coke  formation 
on  the liner  and  thus to be  a much  easier  problem to deal 
with.  The  rig was successfully  modified and  the  principal 
testing  accomplished  as  described  here. 
Additional Rig Modifications 
Burner liner changes significantly influenced the rate 
of  deposition.  It is conceivable  that  the  effect was  caused 
by  the  warping  of  the  hot  end of the  liner  as suggested 
previously. The liner was attached to a swirl plate that 
was fixed to the burner housing, but the hot end was 
setting unattached on the combustor side of the exit 
nozzle, allowing the liner to expand when heated. To 
minimize the  warping and still allow the liner freedom  to 
expand,  the liner was modified  by  adding  a  collar  around 
the open end (fig. 18). The modification reinforced the 
exit end of the liner and insured a uniform flow of 
secondary  air egressing into  the  gas  stream  near  the 
throat of the exit nozzle.  Some time  after  the  liner  mod- 
ification was made,  a  combustor  air  preheater was added 
to  the system that  heated  the  air  intended  for  combustion 
to about 260” C .  The liner modification significantly 
reduced liner-to-liner variation  and  the  preheated  air 
reduced  coking of the  liner  and  therefore  the  trend  effect. 
The liner  modification,  however,  had  an  unexpected 
effect  that is discussed  next. 
Principal  Test  Parameters 
In  the  experiments described here,  the  common  testing 
parameters were the  short exit nozzle and  the  collar  liners 
(fig. 18), an internally cooled Pt-20% Rh collector of 
7.6-cm2 (1.2-in.2) area  located 1 cm (0.4 in.) from  the exit 
nozzle, 30-minute runs, collector rotation at 230 rpm, 
and  a  salt  solution flow rate  into  the  combustor  of  about 
200 milliliterslhr. These parameters  became  the  standard 
for  subsequent testing. The  burner was individually 
seeded with the following salts: Na2S04, synthetic sea 
salt, K2SO4, NaCl,  and  NaN03.  The  molar  concentration 
of the alkali element for each salt with respect to the 
combustion  air was about 8 ppm.  The  main  difference in 
the  procedures  for these tests as  compared with  previous 
tests  was  the use of  the  collar  liners.  The  Na2S04  and  the 
synthetic  sea salt runs used the  original  collar  liner.  The 
remaining tests used several collar  liners.  The  second set 
of  data  from K2S04-seeded runs  and  the NaCl and 
NaN03 tests employed  preheated  combustion  air in 
addition to several collar liners. 
Na2S04 Results 
The data for Na2S04 are shown in figure 19. The 
surprising  feature  of these data is that even at  he 
relatively low fuel-to-air ratio used, the deposition rate 
was fairly constant at low collector temperatures. This 
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Figure 19. -Effect  of  collector  temperature on deposition  rate  from 
NazS04-seeded  burner  using  collar  liners.  (Bracketed data  are  the 
deposition  results on thermal-barrier-coated  collectors A and B.) 
feature  has to be attributed  to  the use of  the collar liner 
(compare  fig. 19 with fig. 11). But it is not clear why the 
liner modification  should  affect  deposition  rates this 
way. As  will  be seen,  the  plateau is a  feature  of all of the 
data where collar liners were used. However, above the 
melting point  of  Na2S04  (884" C),  the experimental data 
fall off  sharply instead of descending  exponentially  near 
the  dewpoint  as  CFBL  deposition  rate  theory would 
predict. The  dashed line in figure  19  represents  calculated 
deposition  rates  based  on  the  CFBL  theory.  Actually  just 
two parameters from the theoretical curve, the plateau 
value  and  the  dewpoint,  are  needed  to closely 
approximate the entire curve by equation (2). Table I1 
summarizes the  input  for  the  CFBL  computer  program, 
and  appendix  C is a  simplified  example  of the calculation 
using the Na2S04 case input to  illustrate  the use of  the 
theory.  Appendix D contains a sensitivity analysis 
associated with the more elaborate calculations in the 
computer  program. 
Synthetic Sea Salt Results 
Deposition on collectors  exposed to synthetic-sea-salt- 
seeded combustion gases was investigated as sea salt is 
often the form of the contaminant in turbine engines, 
particularly marine engines. The standardized compo- 
sition  of  synthetic  sea  salt  (ASTM D-1141-52) is listed in 
table I .  Figure 20 contains  the  deposition  rate  data.  The 
sea salt case is more complex than a single-component 
solution  because  more  than  one species can  deposit.  The 
experimental points in figure 20 represent the  sum  total 
of  these  deposits. The  dashed line  in  figure 20 represents 
the predicted values of deposition  rate  for  Na2S04  only. 
Under  the  conditions of these  experiments  (table 11), the 
bulk of  the  deposit is expected to  be  Na2S04.  A  schematic 
representation of the relative  deposition  rates  for all 
components of the  deposits based on the conditions 
,- Predicted values from CFBL 
/ theory fw NaSO, only 
P a  o /  
/ 
Collector temperature, T,. OC 
Figure 20. -Effect of collector  temperature on deposition  rate  from 
synthetic-sea-salt-seeded  burner. 
similar to  those listed in table I1 for  sea salt is given in 
figure 21. The  dewpoint  and  transition  temperatures were 
calculated by the NASA CEC computer program (ref. 
45). In figure 21 the relative  deposition  rates were based 
on  the  r lative amounts  of the  condensed phases 
calculated by the  CEC  program  without considering 
transport  hrough  a boundary layer.  This  procedure 
should yield a  rough  approximation  of  relative  deposition 
rates  provided that  the  transport  properties  of  the  vapor 
species containing  the elements  of the condensed  phases 
are  of  the  same  order  of  magnitude. 
The X-ray  diffraction  (XRD)  analysis  of  the  deposits 
on collectors exposed at 550" ,  650", 750", and 850" C 
revealed the presence  of Na2S04  and  MgO.  The MgO  line 
intensities decreased relative to those of Na2S04 with 
decreasing collector  temperature. But MgO was still pres- 
ent in deposits  from  collectors  exposed  at  the  two lowest 
temperatures (550" and 650" C), where according  to 
figure 21 MgS04  should be the  stable magnesium  phase. 







Figure 21. - Relative  deposition  rates  based on the CEC computer 
program  from  synthetic  sea  salt  for all components of deposit. 
Note  break in ordinate axis. 
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Apparently the kinetics are such that condensed MgO, 
which is the stable species at higher temperatures, does 
not  convert to  MgS04  at  the collector temperature in the 
given time  frame.  Energy  dispersive  spectroscopy (EDS) 
analyses of deposits on collectors exposed at 500" and 
950" C reveal those elements expected from figure 21, 
including  potassium in the 500" C deposit. In the  latter, 
however,.isolated  and relatively large  particles  have been 
observed. Figure 22 shows an example of an isolated 
large  particle  over a field of smaller,  more  typical 
particles. The EDS spectrum  of  this  particle indicates the 
presence of all of the elements  expected in a deposit  from 
a sea-salt-seeded run plus the K a  and KP lines for 
chlorine, which were  not  expected. ' 
K2SO4 Results 
Before the K2S0.4 tests  began,  additional collar liners 
had been fabricated  to  facilitate  the testing  of  the 
hypothesis  that  liner-to-liner  variation  would  be 
eliminated by the  collar  modification.  Another 
consideration at this time was to test with a salt whose 
melting  point was above  its  dewpoint.  Thus, instead of a 
liquid deposit near the dewpoint, the deposit would be 
solid,  allowing us to  test the  speculation  that  the  anomaly 
observed  near the  dewpoint  from tests seeded with 
N a ~ S 0 4  may be related to the deposit being a liquid at 
these temperatures.  Under  the  conditions  of these 
experiments an alkali  salt  whose  melting  point (1076" C) 
exceeds its dewpoint is K2SO4. During the testing with 
K2SO4 a combustion air preheater was installed on the 
burner rig. Thus the K2SO4 test was divided into two 
parts, with and  without  preheated  combustion  air. Both 
parts  involved  several  collar  liners. 
Figure 23 presents  the  deposition  rates  for K2SO4- 
seeded runs  using ambient  combustion  air  and  four 
different collar liners. Figure 24 presents the analogous 
data  for  combustion  air  preheated  to 253 O C. The dashed 
lines in these  figures are the CFBL predicted values. 
The  input  to  the  program  for  the K2SO4 case is given in 
table 11. Liner-to-liner  variation  effects on  the  deposition 
rates were within the scatter of the  data.  Data  at  the igh- 
temperature  end  of  the  curve  (near  the  dewpoint) agreed 
better with theoretical predictions than did the Na2S04 
data, but the descent to the dewpoint was still not as 
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(a) SEM micrograph  showing an occasional  large  particle. Collector  tempe ature, T,, OC 
(b) EDS spectra of particle in (a) showing  presence of chlorine. Figure 23. -Effect  of collector temperature  on deposition rate  from 
Figure 22. -Morphology of deposit  from synthetic-sea-salt seeded KzS04-seeded burner using ambient  combustion air and  four  dif- 
burner.  ferent  collar liners. 
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Figure 24. -Effect  of  collector  temperature on deposition  rate  from 
KZS04-seeded burner  using  preheated  combustion air (253" C)  and 
four  different collar  lines. 
The deposits on collectors heated at  650", 750", and 
850" C were  analyzed  by XRD. The  only  phase  detected 
in any of the deposits was K2SO4. The deposits on the 
collectors heated at 500" and 950" C were analyzed by 
EDS. Only  potassium  and  sulfur  were  detected. 
NaCl  and NaN03 Results 
I 
To  further test the  CFBL  deposition  rate  theory,  two 
other  sodium  salts were selected to seed the  burner. 
Sodium  chloride was chosen  as  it is the  main  constituent 
of sea salt,  and it will deposit  only  as  NazS04  without  any 
Mg or K compounds. A more  direct  comparison can  be 
made between  Na2S04- and NaC1-seeded deposition  rates 
with  equivalent  sodium  concentration  than  can be made 
between  Na2S04 and sea salt. The other sodium salt 
chosen  was NaN03. This  alt  provides  the  sodium 
required  for  Na2S04  deposition  but  without  the presence 
of  chlorine.  The  effect of chlorine  on  deposition is 
discussed later. 
Figure 25 shows  the  NaCl  data.  The  dashed line again 
was  calculated  by  using  the  CFBL  program.  Table I1 lists 
the  input  for  the  computer  program.  As  in  the  case of the 
Na2S04 tests (figs. 11 and 19), the NaCl runs (fig. 25) 
yield low deposition  rates at collector  temperatures 
beyond  the melting point of Na2S04.  Again  there is no 
liner-to-liner  variation  beyond  the  scatter  in  the  data. 
Figure 26 presents  the  deposition  data  from  the 
Na2N03 tests. As with all of the  single-component 
sodium  salts,  low  deposition  rates  were  obtained  for 
liquid  deposits.  There is some  indication in the  data  of a 
maximum  near 850" C. The  dashed  curve  represents  the 
predicted values from the CFBL program, the input of 
which is listed in table 11. The  only  phase  detected in the 
deposit  on  collectors  exposed at  500", 800",  and 900" C 
was Na2S04. EDS analysis revealed only the elements 
sodium  and  sulfur in deposits from collectors  exposed at  
500" and 900" C .  
I 
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Figure 25. -Effect  of collector  temperature on deposition  rate  from 
NaC1-seeded burner  using  preheated  combustion  air (259" C)  and 
four  different collar  liners. 
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Figure 26. -Effect of collector  temperature  on  deposition  rate  from 
NaN03-seeded  burner  using  preheated  combustion  air (259" C)  and 
three different collar  liners. 
The  NaN03  and  NaCl  runs were made with about  the 
same  sodium  concentrations in the  combustor  as well as 
comparable values of  all  of  the  other test parameters.  The 
only  deposit  detected in both cases  was  Na2S04. Yet the 
predicted  dewpoint  for  the NabU3  run (1039" C )  was 50 
degrees  higher than  that  for  the  NaCl  run (989"  C).  These 
values are  consistent with the  experimental  values in 
figures 25 and 26, but  the low deposition  rates  above  the 
melting point of Na2S04 preclude an accurate deter- 
mination.  Although  equilibrium  thermodynamic 
calculations  predict  hat  chlorine  ought to lower the 
dewpoint of Na2S04  condensation,  it  ought  not to affect 
the plateau deposition rate, all other parameters being 
equal.  This  point is consistent  with  the  experimental  data 
in figures 25 and 26. 
Supplementary Tests and  Results 
A  number of supplementar-v tests were conducted to 
aid in interpreting the deposition rate data. One set of 
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tests  were  directed  toward  explaining  the  low  deposition 
rates  observed at collector  temperatures  above  the 
melting  point  of  Na2S04 in sodium-salt-seeded  runs. 
Because the  distribution  of  deposited  salt on a stationary 
collector can  supply  information  on  the  deposition 
process, a preliminary effort was made  in  this  area.  The 
spray droplet size distribution of the Na2S04 solution 
was measured to examine the assumption that this salt 
completely  vaporizes in the  combustor.  Finally, 
calorimetry  tests were conducted to experimentally 
determine  the heat  transfer Nusselt number,  from which 
the  main-stream  turbulence  factor  can be extracted. 
Deposition of NaZS04 Above its Melting Point 
Observed deposition rates below those predicted for 
collector  temperatures  above  the  melting  point  of 
Na2S04 (884" C)  suggest the possibility that liquid 
Na2S04 is somehow being lost from  the collectors.  This 
hypothesis is supported somewhat by the K2S04 data, 
where the melting point of K2SO4 exceeds its dewpoint 
and  the  deposition  rates  near  the  dewpoint  for 
comparable concentrations in the combustor are much 
closer to those  predicted for this  salt than in the case of 
Na2S04 (compare fig. 19 with figs. 23 and 24). Several 
possible mechanisms for the loss of liquids are (1) flow 
from the collector to the adjacent ceramic spacers, (2) 
spalling  during the liquid-to-solid  phase  transition when 
the collector is cooled upon the  completion  of  the  run, 
and (3) blowoff by the aerodynamic shear force of the 
high-velocity burner gases. All three possibilities were 
investigated. 
The  procedure  for testing the first  possible  mechanism, 
flow from the collector to the spacers, was as follows: 
Standard 30-minute  deposition  runs were made with 
collector temperatures well below the melting point of 
Na2S04 so as to insure  a large deposit.  After weighing to 
determine the amount of deposit, these collectors were 
reinserted into the rig but this time with virgin A1203 
spacers.  These  collector assemblies were then  exposed to 
unseeded  burner gases (salt free) at collector  temper- 
atures of 850" C (control tests) and 900" C (above the 
melting point of Na2S04) for 30 minutes. The A1203 
spacers were then  analyzed for  sodium,  and these 
analyses were compared with the  sodium analysis of  as- 
received A1203 spacers  (blanks). No  difference in the 
sodium  content was detected between any  of  the exposed 
spacers  and  the blank  spacers. The  sodium  content 
averaged 0.08&0.03 percent. Thus either Na2S04 was 
not lost from the collector by flowing onto  the spacers, or 
any salt that may  have flowed onto the spacers was 
completely  evaporated. It should  be  noted  that  he 
temperature  of  the spacer  near the collector was always 
higher than the temperature of the collector  (fig. 4). 
However,  there was a  discontinuity  between the  spacers 
and  the collector,  which  would tend to restrict  flow from 
one  component to  the  other. 
In  these  tests the collectors with Na2S04  deposits held 
at 900" C in the  salt-free  combustion gases lost  most of 
their  deposit (84 to  92 percent),  those held at 850" C lost 
much less (11 to 20 percent). Some  of  the small loss at 
850" C may  be  due to evaporation.  These results  provide 
further evidence supporting the hypothesis that liquid 
deposits on  the collectors were lost,  giving the impression 
of low deposition  rates. 
To test the possibility of spalling as a loss mechanism, 
a burner rig run was made where Na2S04 was deposited 
at a collector temperature well below the me!ting point  of 
Na2S04.  This  collector with its  deposit was then  placed in 
a platinum  crucible and heated  overnight in a furnace  at 
900" C. About 13 percent  of the  deposit was lost  (prob- 
ably through  evaporation).  Upon  cooling,  no salt 
particles were observed in the  crucible,  and  the crucible 
did not  undergo a measurable weight change.  Therefore 
spalling  alone cannot  account  for  the  difference between 
the predicted and  measured  rates in the  deposition curve 
above  the melting point  of  Na2S04. 
The third mechanism, aerodynamic blowoff by the 
shear  force  of  the high-velocity gas stream, must (by the 
process of elimination) be the  major loss  mechanism.  If 
indeed  this is the  process, it occurs  in  5  minutes or less, 
because a collector with a large deposit of Na2S04 lost 
most of  its deposit  when  reheated to 900" C in a salt-free 
gas  stream  for  only  5  minutes. To positively confirm  this 
loss mechanism, yet another set of  tests was conducted.  It 
might  be  xpected that  he liquid  eposit  could  be 
retained if the surface of the collector were porous or 
rough. A  collector  composed  of  a  thin  layer of ceramic 
material on a metallic substrate could provide such a 
surface and yet allow for internal cooling. A thermal 
barrier  coating  would  apparently meet these  requirements 
(ref. 47). The substrate alloy chosen was 304 stainless 
steel and  the  bond  and  barrier  coating specifications were 
.,those suggested by Stephan  Stecura  of NASA Lewis 
(private communication)  and  are given in  table 111. Two 
barrier-coated collectors were fabricated and labeled A 
and B. 
The overall dimensions of the thermal-barrier-coated 
collectors (fig. 27), were the  same  as  those  of  the  Pt-Rh 
collectors (fig. 5). Determining  the  surface  temperatures 
of  the  thermal-barrier-coated  collectors was a  problem.  A 
calibration run in salt-free combustion gases was made 
for each of the two ceramic-coated collectors. In the 
calibration  runs the  perforated  stem  of  the collector 
assembly was replaced with a solid stem and the per- 
forated  cap  on  the  top  spacer was replaced with a solick 
cap (fig. 5). Thus no internal cooling could occur, not 
even by convection. The collector temperature was varied 
by changing the fuel-to-air ratio of the burner. It was 







Figure 27. -Thermal-barrier-coated  collector after exposure in 
Na2S04-seeded burner. (Salt has been  washed off and  quantita- 
tively analyzed.) 
ature sensed by the  thermocouple  embedded  in  the wall 
of  the collector  would be  the  same  as  the  surface 
temperature under steady-state conditions. An optical 
pyrometer  calibrated  against  his  thermocouple  could 
then  be used to determine  the  surface  temperature of the 
internally  cooled  barrier-coated  collector in the 
subsequent  deposition  runs.  A  complication  arose  during 
the calibration runs when a temperature gradient was 
observed via the  optical  pyrometer  from  the leading 
surface of the collector to  the trailing  surface, even 
though  the collector was spinning at 230 rpm. Increasing 
the  rotational speed  did not  eliminate  this  gradient, 
although it was decreased  somewhat. Because of  the 
temperature  gradient  the mean  optical  pyrometer  reading 
was calibrated  against  the  thermocouple. 
After  calibration  these  collectors were exposed to 
Na2S04-seeded combustion gases for 30 minutes. The 
salt deposited on these collectors was dissolved in hot 
distilled water. After filtering, the filtrate was analyzed 
for sodium by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS). 
The filter paper, meanwhile, was ignited and its residue 
was measured  and  substracted  from  the loss in weight of 
the collectors  due to  the washing. This difference  should 
be the  amount  of  Na2S04  deposited,  and it agreed well 
with the AAS analysis. Thus for collector A the net 
weight change was 16.3 mg as compared with the AAS 
value of 5.2 mg f 10 percent Na, equivalent to 16.1 mg as 
Na2S04. For collector B the numbers are 13.9 mg and 
17.3 mg (as Na2S04) for the weight change and AAS 
analysis, respectively. The two types of determinations 
for  the  amount  of  deposit were then  averaged and  plotted 
in figure 19. A temperature range was given to reflect 
temperature uncertainties. The amount of deposit on 
thermal-barrier-coated  collectors  was  much  greater  than 
that on the  Pt-Rh collectors  exposed at  the  same 
temperatures  and salt concentration. In fact  the deposits 
on  the  coated collectors represent deposition rates close 
to  the  plateau values  of the  experimental  data.  Although 
the deposition rates from ceramic-coated collectors and 
the lower temperature data from Pt-Rh collectors ex- 
ceeded the predicted values, these and the previously 
presented  results  strongly suggest that liquid  deposits of 
Na2S04  are blown off  smooth  surfaces in the high- 
velocity gas  stream of the Mach 0.3 burner rig. 
Salt  Distribution  with no Rotation 
To gain further insight into  the  deposition process, it 
would be helpful to  experimentally determine the salt 
distribution on stationary targets in the burner rig. No 
quantitative method has been devised as yet for meas- 
uring the salt  distribution on  the  standard collector, and 
only  qualitative data were gathered  from tests using these 
collectors. Standard  deposition tests with the  combustor 
seeded with Na2S04 were conducted at collector  temper- 
atures of 650", 900",  and 950" C ,  except that  he 
collectors were not  rotated.  The  collectors were 
orientated so that the surface with the  thermocouple 
embedded in its wall faced the gas  stream,  and  therefore 
the  three test temperatures  represent  leading  surface 
temperatures  of  the  collector. 
A  magnified view of  the  leading  surface  of  a standard 
collector heated at  900" C is shown in figure 28(a). The 
feather  pattern gives the  impression  of  a liquid film 
having been blown around the sides of the collector, 
which is consistent with the findings discussed in the 
previous  ection.  Salt was not readily visible on the 
trailing surface of this collector  but was detected by 
XRD.  The collector heated at 950" C had a salt pattern 
similar to  that of the 900" C collector, but the features 
were not  as  sharp, reflecting the smaller amount  of salt 
deposited on this  collector (4 mg as  compared with 
9.5  mg). The collector  heated  at  650" C had  a  large 
amount of an off-white deposit (18.9 mg) around its 
entire surface that seemed fairly uniform except for a 
dark area on the leading  surface that appeared more 
granular and thicker (fig. 28(b)). An attempt to obtain 
quantitative  salt  distribution  data was made by using the 
sleeve collector of the previous program (figs. 1 and 2). 
The plan was to slice each  thin-wall sleeve with its  deposit 
into  strips, weigh each strip, wash off  the  salt,  and weigh 
the  strip  again.  Unfortunately  the slicing caused  some of 
the salt to  spall. I t  could  not be shown that  the loss was 
proportional  to  the  amount originally  there,  thereby 
prohibiting  the  determination  of even a relative 
distribution.  Thus with either  type  of  collector  only 
preliminary  results  have been obtained  to  date.  The sleeve 
collectors were not designed to be internally  cooled. So to 
provide  fuel-to-air ratios  comparable to  those used with 
the  standard  collector,  the collector assembly had to be 
located about 10 cm (4 in.)  from the exit nozzle (as 
compared with the 1-cm (0.4-in.) standard distance). The 
collector temperature in this case could  only be altered by 
adjusting the fuel-to-air ratio. In the salt distribution 
runs with the  standard collectors the  fuel-to-air  ratio was 
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(a)  Leading surface whose temperature was at 900" C.  
(b) Leading surface whose temperature was at 650" C 
Figure 28. -Standard collectors with deposits  from  Na2S04-seeded 
burner. (Collectors were not rotated while exposed to  the 
combustion gases.) 
0.0450. The  ratios  for  the sleeve collector  runs were 
0.0430 and 0.0493 for leading surface temperatures of 
800" and 900" C, respectively. All of the other burner 
parameters remained the same as before. In the sleeve 
collector runs the trailing surface temperatures of the 
800" and 900" C collectors were 756" and 840" C, 
respectively. 
Figure 29 shows the sleeve collectors with their salt 
deposits. For both collectors more salt appears to  have 
been  deposited  on  the  leading  surface  than  on  the  trailing 
surface. A distinct  buildup of salt is noticeable  on  either 
side of the collector heated at 900" C, again indicating 
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(a) Right side of collector  whose  leading  surface was at 900" C. This 
(b) Leading surface of a collector whose temperature was at 800" C .  
collector's left side  had a similar salt buildup. 
Figure 29. -Sleeve  collectors with deposits from NazS04-seeded 
burner. (Collectors were not rotated while exposed to the 
combustion  gases.) 
movement of a liquid deposit on  a  smooth  surface in a 
high-velocity gas stream.  Note  that 900" C (the  leading- 
surface  temperature) is above  the melting  point of 
Na2S0.4 and 840" C (the  trailing-surface  temperature) is 
below its melting  point.  Between  the  two  surfaces, 
apparently  on  the  sides,  the  temperature was at  the 
melting point.  Thus  liquid  Na2S04  on  the  surface  of  the 
collector facing the gas stream flowed around to the 
sides,  where  itsolidified.  Continuous  flow  and 
solidification  then  caused  the  salt  buildup  shown  in 
figure 29. 
Both sleeve collectors  were sliced into four pieces, 
representing  leading  and  trailing  quadrants  and left and 
right quadrants.  Only 41 percent  of  the  deposit was 
retained after slicing the sleeve heated at 900" C ;  65 
percent  was  retained on  the sleeve heated at 800" C .  Of 
the  retained  salt on the sleeve heated at 900" C ,  50 
percent was on the leading quadrant, 9 percent on the 
trailing quadrant, and the remaining 41 percent on the 
two side quadrants.  The  breakdown  on  the sleeve heated 
at 800" C was 90 percent on the leading quadrant, 2 
percent on the trailing quadrant, and the remaining 8 
percent  on  the  two side quadrants. 
If the deposition mode was purely vapor diffusion 
through  the  boundary  layer,  the  salt  distribution  on  the 
collector  would  be  dependent on  the Reynolds number. 
For the  Reynolds  number  in  these  experiments 
(Re= 1.3 x 104) the fraction of salt on the front of a 
cylinder should be between 0.65 and 0.70 (ref. 48). The 
amount  of  retained  deposit  on  the  projected  area  of  the 
800" C sleeve collector was about 94 percent (i.e., 90 
percent  from  the  front  quadrant  and 2 percent from each 
of the two side quadrants). In this analysis liquid flow 
was not  a  consideration  nor  was  the  temperature  gradient 
on  the  collector.  The  laher was within the  plateau  region 
of  the  deposition  curve,  where  rate is not sensitive to the 
temperature of the collector. Thus the observation that 
more  than 70 percent  of the  deposit was on  the leading 
surface suggests that inertial impaction of salt droplets 
played  a role in the  deposition  process. 
Salt Spray Size Distribution and Droplet Survival 
It has been assumed until now that all of  the salt 
sprayed  into  the  combustor  vaporizes.  This  section  exam- 
ines that  assumption by describing  the  determination  of 
the  salt  spray size distribution  and  the  estimation  of  the 
time  for  complete  vaporization  of the  salt in the 
combustor. Na2S04 was considered for this study as it 
has  the lowest  vapor  pressure  of all of the  salts  tested. 
The  salt-atomizing  injector  and its position in the 
combustor is shown in figure 14(a). The  droplet size 
distribution was measured by using this injector and a 
Malvern droplet size analyzer. Detailed descriptions of 
the instrument and the principles of its operation are 
given in the literature (refs. 49 and 50) and are only 
briefly presented here. The technique is based on the 
Fraunhofer  diffraction  of  a  parallel beam  of mono- 
chromatic light by the  moving  droplets.  A Fourier 
transform lens focuses a stationary light pattern on a 
multielement  photodetector,  which  measures  the 
diffracted light energy distribution.  The light energy 
distribution is unique  for  a  unique  droplet or particle size 
distribution.  A  minicomputer  program  translates  the 
light energy distribution  into  its  corresponding size dis- 
tribution by  assuming a Rosin-Rammler size distribution 
function.  The  Rosin-Rammler  distribution  density 
function by  weight fraction is given  by 
for  droplet or particle  diameter d,. The  parameters of this 
distribution  function  are PE and w; the  former is 
characteristic of  the size, and  the  latter is related to  the 
width of the  distribution  and is large for a narrow 
distribution.  The  computer  determines  the values of  these 
two  parameters  that best fit  the  data (i.e., to minimize the 
error E ) .  
The experimental  setup is schematically  shown in 
figure 30. Figure 31 consists of the computer printouts 
for a typical distilled-water run and a typical Na2S04 
solution  run.  Both  runs used 34-kPa (5-psi) atomizing  air 
gage  pressure  and  had  the  laser  beam  intercept  the  spray 
at  the  radial  center  and  at  an axial distance of 3 cm  (1.2 
in.)  from  the  probe.  The  parameters of the  distribution 
function  are  PE  and w, as  defined  above.  The  error  value 
is E and  represents  the  goodness  of  fit.  Column  1 shows 
the 15 size bands in micrometers; column 2 shows the 
content  of  each  band in  weight percent;  column  3  shows 
the  cumulative weight fraction;  column 4 shows  the 
number  percent  for  each size band;  column  5  shows  the 
computed light energy distribution;  and  column 6 
presents  the  corresponding  measured values. Data  from 
figure 3 1  are  presented  as  histograms in figure 32. Adding 
Na2S04  to  the distilled water  produced  a  smaller  droplet 













Figure 30. -Schematic  representation of the experimental array for 
droplet size distribution experiments. 
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size spray for the same atomizing air pressure and also 
decreased the  spread of the  distribution. 
To determine  the time for  complete  vaporization of the 
spray, it was assumed that the water in the solution 
droplet would vaporize first, leaving just  the  salt, which 
would form molten droplets whose size would  be  related 
to its  density and its  original  concentration in the 
solution.  The volume of a drop of solution is 
(a) Distilled water. Sauter mean diameter, 34.6 pm. 
(b) 6.16-g/liter Na2S04.  Sauter mean diameter, 24.6 pm. 
Figure 32. -Droplet size distribution for distilled water  and 6.16- 
g/liter Na2S04  solution. Atomizing air pressure, 1 . 3 6 ~  IO5 Pa 
(5  psig); axial distance from probe, 3 cm (1.18 in.). 
irdj v,= - 
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where PE = 25, w = 3 I .2, and r is the  gamma  function. 
The  SMD is the  monodisperse  drop size, which has  the 
same  surface  area  as  the given spray.  When  this  mean is 
used for d, in equation (7), the corresponding Na2S04 
drop size dp is 3.2 pm, where N is 6.2 X 10-3 g/cm3 and 
pp is taken as 2.689 g/cm3. The Na2S04 solution drop 
diameter  was  translated  into  time  for  complete 
vaporization  as  shown below. 
The  method  first considers the  time t ,  for the  complete 
vaporization  of  the water from a solution  droplet of size 
equal  to  the  SMD (24.6 pm)  down to the  droplet size of 
the  incorporated  salt  after  the water has  evaporated 
(3.2 pm). Then  the  time  for  the  vaporization  of  this  salt tp 
is calculated.  The  sum of these two  vaporization times is 
considered the total vaporization time characteristic of 
the  Na2S04  solution  droplet  size  distribution. A 
simplifying assumption, which introduces a negligible 
error, has been made in these calculations. It has been 
The volume of a drop  of Na2S04 is 
If, N vp= -
PP 
and 
The  Sauter mean diameter  SMD calculated from  the 
Na2S04 solution size distribution parameters was 24.6 
pm : 
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assumed that the mass transfer Nusselt number is 2. 
Details are presented  in  appendix E. 
Vaporization of water: 
and  the  heat  transfer  parameter Bh is 
The droplet surface temperature never reaches the gas- 
stream temperature due to the cooling effect A of the 
vaporization. The problem is to calculate  the  proper 
value for T ,  in equation (10). This  calculation is 
accomplished by an iterative  process  using the following 
relationship  as  a result of  the  coupling between heat and 
mass  transfer: 
( 1  + B,)l"-e= 1 + B h ( 1  1) 
where 
The  Prandtl  number  can be obtained  from  the  literature 
(ref. S l ) ,  and the Schmidt number can be calculated as 
shown in appendix B. Equation ( 1 1 )  states the balance 
between the  vaporization  rate  due to  the heat  transferred 
to  the  droplet  from  the  gas  stream  and  the  diffusion  rate 
of the  vaporized  molecules  from the  surface of the 
droplet out into  the gas stream.  The mass  transfer 
parameter is 
where the water vapor in the gas stream is considered 
negligible  when compared  with W H ~ O , , .  The  mass 
fraction  of  the  water  vapor  at  the  surface  of  the  solution 
can  be  calculated from  the  vapor  pressure  of water at T, 
by using the  relationship 
The influence of the salt on  the water  vapor  pressure of 
the  solution  droplet is considered to  be negligible. 
The procedure is now to repeatedly adjust T ,  in 
equation (10) until the  quality  in  equation (11) is 
satisfied.  Note that W H ~ O , ,  in  equation (14) must  be 
recalculated for each choice  of T,. Upon  the  satisfactory 
completion of this  iteration,  the  proper value for B h  is 
substituted  into  equation (9). Using the SMD determined 
above, the time for the complete vaporization of the 
water in the  Na2S04  solution  droplet was calculated to  be 
t ~ ~ 0 = 2 . 5  msec  at Tw=352 K, T0=1736 K ,  and 
po = 1.068 atm. 
The  time  required  for  the  vaporization  of  the  molten 
Na2S04  residue is considered  next. 
Vaporization of N a g 0 4  
The  same  iterative  process  employed  for  the  water 
portion of the  solution is used to  calculate  the 
vaporization  of  the  remaining  Na2S04  droplet  where  the 
appropriate values for  Na2S04  are inserted  in  equations 
(10) to (15), the  subscript H z 0  being replaced by Na2S04. 
This process yields a tp of 9.6 msec. Thus  the  total  time 
characteristic of the vaporization of Na2S04 solution 
droplets in the  combustor is t H 2 0  + tp = 12.1 msec. 
Solution  droplet  interaction was not a consideration in 
these  calculations  because of  the  dilute  loading in the gas 
stream.  Thus, with the SMD value  calculated  above, 
there were about 70 droplets  per  cubic  centimeter  of  gas, 
or stated  another way, the  distance between droplets was 
almost 100 droplet  diameters. 
The residence time of the spherical droplets in the 
combustor is 
where 
At 1736 K and 1.07 atmospheres  pressure, t,=2.3 msec. 
For a more  rigorous  calculation of residence  time  in the 
combustor, see the discussion section and appendix E, 
where consideration is given to  the acceleration of the 
droplets to  the main-stream velocity. 
The residence  time of the solution droplets in the 
combustor is about only 0.2 times  that required for 
complete  vaporization  in the case  of  Na2S04. Thus 
droplets can be expected to survive travel through the 
combustor  and, if large  enough, to  inertially  impact onto 
the collector. Of the  salts  tested,  NazS04  had  the lowest 
vapor  pressure. The higher  vapor  pressures of  the  other 
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salts  would  decrease  the  time  for  their  vaporization.  For 
the  purpose  of  illustration,  if  the  droplet size distribution 
of  an  NaCl  solution were  identical to  that  of  the  Na2S04 
solution, fs would also be identical (2.5 msec), but fp 
would  be <0.4 msec. Thus  for  the  NaCl  solution 
example,  the  total  vaporization  time  would  be essentially 
the  time  for  the  vaporization  of  the  water,  as  the  time  for 
the  salt itself to vaporize was small  by  comparison. 
Calorimetry  Experiment 
An important,  but  difficult to calculate,  parameter in 
the  d position  flux  equation is the  main-stream 
turbulence  factor, which  is a  premultiplier in equation (1) 
and so directly  affects  the  mass flux. Because  free-stream 
turbulence  influences  heat  and  mass  transfer, an experi- 
mentally  derived  Nusselt  number  would  contain  the Fturb  
effect.  The  turbulence  factor  can  then be  extracted  from 
an experimentally  derived  Nusselt  number by comparing 
that value with a  computed  value  at  the  same  Reynolds 
number. 
A heat  transfer Nusselt number NU!, was derived  from 
the  initial  temperature rise of  a  collector  exposed to  the 
combustion gases  of the  burner.  The test conditions were 
typical  of  the  deposition  runs except that distilled water 
was  sprayed  into  the  combustor  instead  of  a  salt  solution 
and  the collector  was  not  internally  cooled. The 
relationship between the  initial  slope  of  the  heating  curve 
of the  collector  and  NU^ was derived  as follows: 
where 
and 
d(millivo1t) dt  
Q=mtcp,, dt  d(millivo1t) 
d(millivolt) initial rate of increase in millivolt output 
dt of  thermocouple 
dT 
" slope of temperature-electromotive force 
d(millivolt)  function  for  thermocouple 
Then substituting equations (19) and (20) into equation 
(1 8) gives 
mt cp, t= d(millivo1t) dT mt( T,- T,)h df d(millivo1t) (21) 
The values  of  all  parameters  in  equation (21) are known 
or preset except T, and d(millivolt)/df,  which  can readily 
be measured. The  term  NU^ in equation (21) implicitly 
contains Fturb because main-stream turbulence affected 
the  heat  ransfer to  the collector.  The  main-stream 
turbulence  effect  an  be extracted  from Nuh by 
comparing  its  value to  the  computed  value  at  the  same 
Reynolds  number.  Thus 
Equation (22) is the relationship between the Nusselt 
number and the Reynolds number used in the CFBL 
theory  (ref. 44). Because  NU^,^,,^^ does  not  contain  the 
main-stream  turbulence  effect,  the  two  Nusselt  numbers 
can  be  related  through  Fturb, 
FturbNUh.comp = NUh (23 1 
For  equation (21) to  be  applicable,  the  collector  must 
have  sufficient  thermal  conductivity to prevent  a 
temperature gradient across the wall thickness. Thus a 
gold-plated  copper  collector  was  fabricated  with  the  same 
dimensions  as  the Pt-20% Rh collectors  used in the 
deposition  experiments.  The  gold  plating  was  applied to 
protect the copper from oxidation. Unfortunately the 
plating  did  not  survive  the  initial  runs and  thus  the  data 
obtained  from  these  experiments  are  considered 
preliminary. Future calorimetry tests will be conducted 
with silver collectors. The  time  for  the  first 2-mV increase 
in the  thermocouple  output  from  the  copper  data 
presently  available  was  used in equation (21) and yielded 
an  NU^ of 60.94. The  heat  transfer Nusselt number 
 NU^,^^^^ computed with equation (22) was 58.78. Thus 
using equation (23) gave 
When the  calorimetry  data were  corrected  for  heat 
transfer by radiation,  estimated to be about 4 percent,  the 
turbulence factor came Lo about 1. Thus Fturb = 1 was 
assigned to  the  CFBL  computer  code when it was  used to 
compute  the  deposition  rates  presented in figures 19, 20, 
23, 24, 25, and 26. 
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Discussion 
Three  modes of deposition  have  been  identified in the 
literature  (refs. 52 and 53) and  are  characterized in 
(ref. 9) and  reproduced  here in table IV. The first  mode is 
vapor  diffusion,  the  mode initially assumed to be 
primarily  applicable in these burner rig tests. The  other 
two  deposition  modes  are  particle  diffusion  and  inertial 
impaction.  Particle  diffusion  included  such  processes  as 
Brownian  diffusion,  eddy  diffusion,  and  thermophoresis 
(thermal  diffusion  of heavy  molecule-size  particles  across 
a temperature gradient). Particle impaction is an ever 
present possibility in high-velocity gas systems  whenever 
macroscopic  particles  can  enter  into  the  gas  stream (e.g., 
carbonaceous  particles  from  a  poorly designed or 
operated  combustor).  In  practice  these  three very  distinct 
modes of deposition need not be exclusive nor entirely 
independent even if one mode may predominate. Thus 
the gas stream may consist of vapors of condensible 
species and of  particles  such  that  deposition  may  result 
from a combination of vapor diffusion and, say, eddy 
impaction,  as is thought  to  occur  on  turbine  components 
in marine  gas  turbine  engines  (ref. 6). Inertial  effects  may 
also change the local mass loading of particles at the 
outer edge  of the Brownian diffusion  sublayer  and  alter 
its diffusional  deposition  rate  (ref. 9). 
Examples of deposition modes cited in the  literature, 
occurring in service or in service-simulating  rigs,  include 
the work of Jackson (ref. 54), who used an air-cooled 
probe  to  study  deposit  formation in residual-fuel-oil- 
fired boilers.  Jackson  concluded  that  the  dominant  mode 
of  deposition  was  vapor  diffusion  of  NaOH or Na2S04 
across the boundary layer. Stevens and Tidy (ref. 7). 
using an industrial  gas  turbine  simulator,  concluded  that 
deposition  occurred  through  vapor  mass  transfer of 
NaOH or NaCl  across  the  boundary  layer.  These species 
were assumed to be converted to Na2S04 within the 
boundary  layer.  The  Na2S04  then  condensed  as its 
surface  concentration  reached  the  saturation  vapor 
pressure.  Their  values  of  threshold  sodium  concentration 
in the fuel at which  deposition  occurred in their rig 
compared  favorably with those  values in land-based  gas 
turbines  only when other  elements  such  as  Ca,  Mg, or K 
were added in the fuel to  the rig. 
Using an  industrial  gas  turbine  simulator, Vermes  (ref. 
5 5 )  concluded  that  the  fifteenfold  increase  in  deposition 
rate in a  cooled  cascade  as  compared  with  the  case of an 
adiabatic cascade can be attributed to thermophoresis 
versus eddy diffusion modes of deposition for the two 
cases, respectively. 
The CFBL theory is capable of handling vapor and 
heavy-molecule  deposition modes  (top  two  rows  in 
table IV), which  covers  the service type of examples  just 
discussed. Thus, in contrast to previous treatments of 
vapor deposition (refs. 56 and 57), the CFBL theory 
makes explicit provision for the effects of (1) element 
transport by species of differing mobility, (2) thermal 
(Soret)  diffusion, (3) free-stream  turbulence  intensity and 
scale, and (4) variable  gas  properties  across  the  gaseous 
boundary layer. Figure 33 illustrates  the  ffect  on 
deposition  when  multicomponent  transport  (item (1) 
above) occurs, as compared with the more simplified 
approach  of  considering  only  Na~S04(g)  diffusion 
through the boundary layer. The parameters listed in 
figure 33 are  those used in  appendix C,  an example  CFBL 
calculation,  where TO was 1736 K. At  this  temperature a 
consideration of all pertinent sodium species provided 
about  a 24-percent  increase in deposition  rate when  Soret 
diffusion  was  also  included  (item (2) above)  and  about  a 
40-percent  increase  without  Soret  diffusion  when 
compared  with  the  single-component  diffusion  of 
Na2S04.  According to figure 33, at TO= 1736 K, Na2S04 
deposition  occurred  primarily  through  transport of 
NaOH(g) and Na(g), but not Na2S04(g). In fact, the 
Na2S04 species can  contribute  to  a  net loss of  the  Na2S04 
condensate layer because  of  a  negative  concentration 
gradient  for  this species across  the  boundary  layer, i.e., 
when the vapor pressure of Na2S04 above the Na2S04 
condensate exceeds the  partial  pressure  of  Na2S04  at  the 
outer edge of the  boundary  layer. 
In the  CFBL  framework,  gas-phase  conversion  of 
NaCl to Na2S04 in the available residence time is not 
necessary for  the process  of Na2S04  deposition.  Of  more 
importance  are  such  heterogeneous  reactions  at  the gas- 
condensate  interface  that  convert  he  sodium species 
(NaOH(g),  NaCl(g),  and  Na(g)) to the  Na2S04(c) in the 
presence of excess oxygen- and sulfur-containing vapor 
species and  the  ability to treat  solution  condensates, 
which probably exist in deposits  on  turbine  components 
in many service applications. 
Figures 19,  20, and 23 to 26 compare  the  experi- 
mentally determined  deposition  rates  for  burner rig tests 
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Figure 33. -Multicomponent  effect of CFBL theory on deposition 
rate of  Na2S04 as  a function of gas-stream  temperature. Collector 
temperature, T,, 627' C ;  ambient pressure, p - .  1 atm;  fuel-to- 
air ratio,f, 0.0481; Na2S04  seed, 19 ppm. 
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that were seeded with Na2S04,  synthetic  sea  salt, K2SO4 
(ambient and preheated  combustion  air),  NaCl, and 
NaN03, respectively, with the predicted  values from  the 
CFBL  program.  Table I1 lists the percentage  differences 
for  the calculated  plateau  deposition  rates with respect to  
the  experimental  values.  The  excellent  agreement 
obtained with NaCl is contrasted by the  poor agreement 
with Na2S04 and the fair agreement provided with the 
other salts. If the experimental data  from  the salt runs 
were about the same factor higher or lower than the 
predicted  values,  systematic errors might be suspected in 
the  estimates  of  the free-stream  turbulence factor Fturb or 
the mass  transfer Nusselt numbers  NU,,^. (Although 
 NU,,^ are specific for each alkali  metal  vapor species, all 
values of the species of  concern  here are within the  same 
order  of  magnitude.)  However, a consistently high or low 
deviation from the predicted deposition rates is not the 
case, so other sources  must  be  considered to account  for 
the disagreement. All of the  other  factors in equation (l) ,  
except  concentration  gradient,  provide  for  this 
application  only  a  minor  contribution  to  the fluxes (i.e., 
within the scatter of the  data). In regard to  the 
concentration  gradient,  thermodynamic  equilibrium was 
assumed at the gas boundary layer and the boundary 
layer wall interfaces. Unequal deviations, in the proper 
direction,  from  the equilibrium  assumption for  different 
seeded salts  could  provide  better  agreement with the 
experimental data. But a nonequilibrium system is not 
tractable  for  calculation  purposes until  some  modeling of 
the kinetics  of sulfur-  and  alkali-metal-containing 
hydrocarbon flames becomes available.  Of  course,  direct 
measurements  of the sulfur and alkali species of the 
combustion gases would be helpful. 
At this point in the investigation i t  is premature to 
assume that adjustments in the  vapor  diffusion  equation 
are necessary to  obtain  better  agreement between theory 
and  experiment. It is quite  possible  that  vapor  diffusion is 
not  the  only  mode  operable in these  burner rig tests. As 
discussed above,  the various  modes of deposition  are not 
exclusive and the establishment of one mode, even if 
predominant, does not preclude a contribution to the 
total deposition by another mode. Evidence  has been 
presented  that suggests Na2S04  droplets  can  survive  their 
residence in the  combustor. If  these  droplets  are 
sufficiently  large, they may deposit by inertial  impaction. 
As an  upper  limit, all droplets within the projected area 
of the target (if they all stuck) would contribute to the 
deposit.  The deposition rate could  then  be as much  as  a 
factor Re112 greater than that by vapor diffusion (ref. 
41), where Re is the Reynolds number. In this case the 
factor can be as much as  two  orders  of  magnitude. 
The problem now is to use the measured droplet size 
distribution of the atomized Na2S04 solution and first 
determine  its reduced  roplet  diameter  due  to 
vaporization in the  combustor  and  then  determine if 
these smaller droplets  are sufficiently large to  inertially 
impact. This can be done by comparing the calculated 
Stokes number, corrected for non-Stokesian drag and 
gas-stream  compressibility,  with the critical  Stokes 
number.  If  the  calculated value  is  larger than  the critical 
value,  the  deposition  rate  by inertial  impaction  can  then 
be calculated by using the proper collection efficiency 
from the literature. These calculations are presented in 
appendix E for the Na2S04  case  whose  droplet  size 
distribution is known,  and  only  the results are given here. 
The residence  time  in the combustor was determined 
during  these  calculations, and  the value is more precise 
than that determined by the simple calculation given in 
the section  Salt Spray Size  Distribution and Droplet 
Survival. Thus in appendix E consideration is given to  the 
acceleration  of the  droplet  from  zero  to  the  main-stream 
velocity and yields a total residence  time of 2.7 msec as 
compared with the 2.3 msec from  the  simple  calculation. 
From  appendix E it is seen that sufficiently  large 
droplets  of  Na2S04  can survive the  combustor  to 
inertially impact. The deposition flux was calculated to 
be 
m" = (278.8)~, mg/crnzhr (24) 
and a deposition  rate  of 
m = (674.5)7, mg/hr (25 ) 
where 
7 capture efficiency of collector 
The  capture efficiency  was  determined  graphically to be 
between 0.03 and 0.05, yielding a deposition rate from 
equation (25) of 23.3 to  38.2 mg/hr.  The experimentally 
determined plateau value for the deposition rate of the 
NazSO4-seeded combustor was 26.9  *2.7 mg/hr (table I1 
and fig. 19), which is encompassed by the values pre- 
dicted from  the  inertial  impaction  calculations. 
The evidence for  an  inertial  impaction  mode  of 
deposition  for  the Na2SOd-seeded experiments is 
summarized  as  follows: 
(1) The experimentally  determined  plateau  deposition 
rates exceeded those predicted from the CFBL theory. 
Inertial  impaction is a more efficient mode  of  deposition 
than  vapor  diffusion  through  the  boundary  layer. 
(2) Calculations based on droplet size measurements 
indicate that  Na2S04  droplets survived  their residence in 
the  combustor. (See the section  Salt  Spray Size 
Distribution  and  Droplet  Survival.) 
(3) In  the  stationary collector runs  the  amount  of  de- 
posit on  the  collector  surface facing  upstream was much 
greater than  that  on  the  surface facing  downstream.  This 
amount  should  not  have been more  than 70 percent if the 
mode of the deposition was vapor diffusion with the 
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temperature  profile  around  the  collector within the 
plateau regime of the deposition rate curve. (See the 
section  Salt Distribiution-No Rotation.) 
(4) The rate of deposition measured in the plateau 
region  agreed  with  t at  calculated  from  inertial 
impaction  (appendix E). 
As mentioned earlier, the salt solution concentration 
normally used in  corrosion  tests in the  Mach 0.3 burner 
rigs at Lewis (and  the  previous  deposition  tests,  ref. 36) 
was approximately doubled to reduce run time. Also, 
atomizing air gage  pressure  for  the  salt  injector,  which is 
normally set at 280 kPa (40 psi), had been  reduced to 34 
kPa (5 psi). These  changes in test parameters  are believed 
to have influenced the deposition mode. in the present 
study.  From  the  droplet size distribution  of  Na2S04 
solution air atomized at gage pressures of 210 kPa (30 
psi) (the highest  pressure  tested),  the SMD was found to 
be 14.5 pm,  as  compared with 24.6 pm at 34 kPa ( 5  psi). 
Calculations  like  those  presented in the  section  Salt  Spray 
Size Distribution and Droplet Survival using the SMD 
value  at  210-kPa (30-psi) atomizing  air  gage  pressure gave 
a  time  for  complete  vaporization of 3.4  msec.  When the 
concentration  of  the  Na2S04  solution was  reduced by a 
half, assuming the size distribution remained the same, 
the  time  for  complete  vaporization was reduced further 
to 3.0  msec,  which  would  be close to  the residence  time  of 
these  droplets in the  combustor.  These  calculations 
suggest that vapor diffusion was a dominant, but not 
necessarily exclusive, mode in the  previous  corrosion  and 
deposition work done at this laboratory. In fact, the 
CFBL-predicted  values  for  the  deposition  rate  of 
Na~SOrseeded runs in reference  36  agreed  with  the 
experimental  values  at temperatures well below the 
dewpoint,  as  stated  earlier  (fig. 3). Important is the 
revelation that the test parameters of these Mach 0.3 
burner  rigs,  such  as  solution  concentration,  atomizing  air 
pressure, and  solution flow rate  (salt  pump  speed),  can be 
adjusted so as  to  alter  the  deposition  mode of the 
NazSO4-seeded experiments and perhaps for the other 
salts  as well. Tests to explore  these possibilities are now 
being formulated. 
Except for  the  data  above  the  melting  point of Na2S04 
(884" C), the experimental deposition rates for NaCI- 
seeded runs  are in good  agreement  with  the  CFBL- 
predicted  rates.  This result suggests that in the  NaCl case 
deposition  was  indeed  by  vapor  diffusion. The fact  that 
the  analysis  of  the  deposit  detected  only  the presence of 
Na2S04  and  no  chloride  (the  section  NaCl  and  NaN03 
Results)  further  supports  vapor  deposition  because  it 
cannot  be  assumed  that  inertially  impacted  NaCl  droplets 
converted to Na2S04  while on  the collector  surface 
during  the  30-minute  run  duration.  The  recent  work of 
Fielder et al. (ref. 58) indicates that NaCl crystals take 
hours, not minutes, to convert to Na2S04 at 800" C. 
Thus,  it is believed that  the  higher  vapor  pressure  of  NaCl 
permits  the  complete  vaporization of these  solution 
droplets during their residence in the combustor under 
the  conditions of these  tests. 
By comparing  the  deposition  rate  data of the  remaining 
salts studied herein with their CFBL-predicted rates, it 
would  seem  that  the  principal  (but  not exclusive) mode of 
deposition was vapor  diffusion (figs. 20,  23, 24, and 26). 
However, the lack of droplet size data for these salt 
solutions  precludes  a  more  extensive analysis at this  time. 
It  must be  emphasized  that even  with the best of 
agreement  between  theory  and  experiment  on he 
deposition of an Na2S04 layer, there still remains the 
challenging  problem of correlating  the  amount  of  deposit 
with the  extent  of  corrosion.  The  latter  appears to  be very 
sensitive to alloy composition  and to salt  concentration in 
the  combustion gases, as  can  be seen in  references 59 and 
60. Furthermore the dependence of corrosion on salt 
concentration was not  linear with the relatively high  salt 
concentrations  reported in these  references, up  to 6  ppm 
Na by weight (as NaCl) in reference  59 and 10 ppmw  sea 
salt in reference 60. Both concentrations  are with respect 
to the  combustion gases. With some  alloys  the  corrosion 
rate  actually decreased at the  higher  salt concentrations. 
With U-700 (a nickel-base  superalloy) the  corrosion  rate 
as determined by an inductance technique displayed an 
S-shaped relationship with relatively low concentrations, 
<1 ppmw  Na as NaCl (ref. 61). In reference 62 the 
corrosion  rate of a  nickel-base  superalloy  was  determined 
as a function of Na2S04 thickness (10-4 to  0.3 cm) in 
two  different  environments,  pure oxygen and  a  simulated 
gas turbine combustion gas environment consisting of 
0 2 +  0.15 percent S02. The specimens were exposed at 
896" C for 24 hours in both  environments.  In  pure 0 2  the 
corrosion  rate was linear with the logarithm of the salt 
thickness,  but it reached  a  maximum  in  the  simulated  gas 
turbine environment. Thus there does not seem to be a 
simple  relationship  between  salt  concentration or the 
amount of salt deposit and the extent of the corrosion 
that  occurs.  Nevertheless, we are  confident  that 
quantitative  knowledge  of  the  deposition  rates  and liquid 
layer dynamics  (ref.  63) will eventually  prove  valuable in 
understanding  the  total  corrosion  process, in finding 
methods to eliminate or reduce  hot  corrosion  attack,  and 
certainly in studying  the  problem of fouling, where 
correlations with corrosion  rates  are  not  required. 
Concluding Remarks 
The modified Mach 0.3 burner rig and experimental 
procedures  employed in this  study  have been  sufficient to 
provide data  for a reliable  comparison with the 
chemically  frozen boundary  layer  (CFBL)  theory of 
deposition. The analysis of  the  data  shows  that  under  the 
conditions  of  these  tests, NazSO4-seeded deposition 
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occurred  primarily by inertial  impaction  of  droplets  that 
did  not  have  enough  time to  evaporate,  but  that  the  test 
parameters  can be altered to  change  the  deposition  mode 
to essentially that  of  vapor  diffusion. Seeding the 
combustor with NaCl  results in the  deposition  of  Na2S04 
only  and  the  mode  appears  to  be essentially vapor 
diffusion. That only Na2S04 was found in the deposit 
indicates  complete  conversion of the  chloride to the 
sulfate  despite  the  brief  residence  time  of  the  reactant in 
the  combustor.  The  modes of deposition  for  runs seeded 
with K2SO4 and  NaN03  have  not been studied  as 
extensively  as for  Na2S04, but vapor  diffusion  appears  to 
be  the  predominant,  though  not exclusive, mode. 
Synthetic  sea  salt is mostly  NaCl  and  its  mode of 
depositing Na2S04 should be similar to that for NaCI, 
except for  the  complication  that  small  amounts of other 
compounds will also  deposit,  like  MgO  and CaS04. 
No  effort  has been made herein to  relate  the  amount or 
composition of the  deposits  to  the degree of corrosion 
these  contaminants will cause on  gas  turbine  alloys, but 
:. 
the  results  of  this  study  provide a better  understanding  of 
the deposition process associated with these Mach 0.3 
burner  rigs  and will contribute  to more precise 
interpretation  of  the  hot  corrosion  data  generated  from 
these and similar  rigs. 
This  ability  suggests  hot  corrosion  mechanistic  studies 
that have been conducted in furnaces may in the near 
future be conducted in Mach 0.3 burner rigs with the 
equivalent control of the pertinent parameters and the 
same  confidence in the  interpretation of the  results,  but 
with the  added  feature of including  the  ffects of 
dynamic  forces  on  the  mechanism.  The  burner  rig,  then, 
will  be able to provide a more realistic but tractable 
approach  to  hot  corrosion  mechanistic  studies  than 
furnaces  can. 
National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration 
Lewis Research  Center 














































projected  area  of  collector 
dimensionless  transfer  parameter 
specific  heat at  constant  pressure 
Fick  (Brownian)  diffusion  coefficient 
diameter 
error  value  (goodness of  fit) 
drag  force  on  droplet 
correction  for  variable  (nonconstant)  prop- 
correction  factor  for  thermal  diffusion 
correction  factor  for  main-stream  turbulence 
fuel-to-air  ratio by  mass 
drag  coefficient 
heat  transfer  coefficient 
diffusion mass flux 
characteristic  target  dimension 
Lewis number 
distance  from  salt  injector to nozzle throat 
molecular  weight 
Mach  number 
mass 
mass  deposition  rate 
deposition mass flux 
plateau  deposition  mass  flux 
concentration  of  Na2S04 in water 
Nusselt number 
Rosin-Rammler size distribution  density 
Rosin-Rammler  parameter  characteristic of 
Prandtl  number 
pressure 
vapor  pressure 
heat  transfer  rate 
any test or  property  parameter 
universal  gas  constant 
Reynolds  number 
cross-sectional  area of combustor liner 
ratio of fractional  change in deposition  rate 
Schmidt  number 
Stokes  number 
Stokes  number  corrected  for  non-Stokesian 
effective  Stokes  number  corrected  for  com- 
erties  within  boundary  layer 
function by weight fraction 
height of  distribution 
to  fractional  change in q 
drag (effective Stokes  number) 






















absolute  temperature 
time 
residence  time of  droplet  inside  combustor 
time  required  for  droplet to reach 90 percent 
velocity 
volume 
mass  flow  rate 
Rosin-Rammler  parameter  characteristic of 
distance 
mole  fraction 
ratio of heat  capacities 
energy well depth  parameter 
capture efficiency of  collector 
latent  heat  of  vaporization  (sublimation) 
thermal  conductivity 
viscosity 
density 
intermolecular  potential size parameter 
characteristic  particle  acceleration  time 
collision integral 
mass  fraction in gas  mixture 
of  combustion  gas velocity 
width  of  distribution 
Subscripts: 
c gas  stream  inside  combustor 
comp  computed
D diffusion  coeff cient 
dP  dewpoint 
f final 
h heat  transf r 
i species 
in initial  conditions 
m mass  transfer 
mix combustion  gas  mixture 
P molten NaZS04 droplet 
S Na2S04  solution  droplet 
T thermal  diffusion  (thermophoresis) 
t collector 
W gas  side of interface (wall) 
0 stagnation  co ditions 
LL viscosity 
03 gas  stream  outside of combustor  unaffected 
j jet  nozzle 
by  collector 
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Appendix B 
Derivation of an  Empirical Deposition Equation 
The premise of the  derivation is that  for  each species 
- mi"aPi, w-pi. w (B1) 
where pi,,, is the gas-stream partial  pressure  of  the 
species, pi, is its  partial  pressure  at  the wall, and my is  'its 
deposition  flux.  Note  that pi,w is assumed to be an 
equilibrium pressure (i.e., pi, is also  the  vapor  pressure 
pvap of  the species at  the wall temperature). 
At  a  wall  temperature Tw the  mass flux becomes 
- m y ( ~ w ) a I b i , m - ~ v a p , i ( ~ w ) l  (B2) 
where ( ) represents  the  functional  dependence. 
When the temperature of the wall  is the dewpoint 
temperature Tdp, mass flux becomes  zero and  the  vapor 
pressure  of  the species at  the wall  becomes equal  to  the 
partial  pressure  of  the species in the  gas  stream,  that is, 
when Tw = Tdp, 
-my(  Tdp) = o  
and 
Pi. m =Pvap,i ( Tdp) 
Note  that pi.m is constan .t  (independen 
(B3) 
It of T,) and 
defines  the  diwpoint  temperature  through  equation (B3). 
Far below the  dewpoint  the  vapor  pressure  of  the 
species at  the wall is much less than  the  partial  pressure  of 
the species in the  gas.  Thus 
Pvap, i  ( Tw ) < <Pi, m at Tw < < Tdp (B4) 
and 
- my(0)  =pi, at Tw < < Tdp (B5) 
where ri?/(O) is defined as that deposition flux that is 
constant with respect to wall temperature and depends 
only  on  the  gas-stream  partial  pressure  of  the species. 
Assuming  the  proportionality  constants  associated 
with  expressions (B2) and (B5) to be independent  of 
temperature,  the following equations result from  taking 
the  ratio of equations (B2) and (B5): 
where the  equality  symbol was added  after  the  constants 
of proportionality were  cancelled out. 
The  temperature  dependence  of  the  vapor  pressure is 
given  by the  Clausius-Clapeyron  equation 
where 
A latent  heat  of  vaporization 
R  universal gas  constant 
Then 
Substituting  equation (B10) into  equation (B6) gives the 
desired relationship 
-my  (T,)  = ~ - e x p [ - ~ ~ ~ ( ? - l ) ]  A 
- m y  (0) (B11) 
Equation (B11) was tested by Rosner and Atkins 
(ref. 42), who applied it to their K2S04 deposition rate 
data  accumulated by laser optics.  They  found  good 
agreement  between  their  experimental data  and this 
simple  vapor  equation. 
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Appendix  C 
Simplified  Example  Calculation  Using CFBL Theory 
The  diffusion  mass  flux  of each species is given in the -jAa,,= aNa/ij[w 
main text (eq. (1)) and  repeated here: 1 
(7) Calculate the mass flux of condensed Na2S04 at 
the wall of the  collector 
Using this procedure the computation for the Na2S04- 
If thermal diffusion effects and free-stream turbulence seeded run is as follows: 
are neglected, equation (Cl) simplifies  to 
Step 1: 
(C2) Tc, = 1736 K 
The simplified  version  of the  theory will be used to 
illustrate a calculation of the deposition rates for the 
NazSO4-seeded run for which data were  presented in 
figure 19 and  table 11. Some  of  the  steps  in  the  procedures 
are not as rigorous as their counterparts in the CFBL 
computer program but lend themselves more readily to 
hand  calculation.  The  procedure  adopts  the stepwise 
format of Helt (ref. 64), who attempted to apply the 
concepts  of  Rosner et al.  (refs. 36 to 41), to the  flue  gases 
of  a  fluidized-coal-bed combustor with  a 2.54-cm (1-in.) 
long  target  maintained at  lo00 K in a  particular  10-atm, 
1200 K stream.  Unfortunately  Helt  appears  to have 
erroneously  interpreted,  evaluated,  and used the relevant 
gas  mixture  density,  Reynolds  number,  and  mixture  heat 
diffusivity (entering the Soret effect correction factors). 
Moreover,  rather  than  imposing  strict local thermo- 
chemical equilibrium at the vapor-condensate interface 
subject to Na/S element flux ratio constraint, Helt has 
for simplicity arbitrarily set ai,,= 10-2  for each of 
the  dominant  Na-containing species (NaCl,  Na2S04, 
etc.). Nevertheless, Helt has spelled out many of the 
essential features  of  the  CFBL  theory. 
The  steps  are 
(1) Assign  values to TO, T,, PO, pco, f, and L. 
(2) Calculate T,, Mmix, and Q m i x  
(3) Calculate  Re, Sci, and  NU,,^. 
The calculation of the  dimensionless  transport  numbers 
requires  computing pmix, Umix,,, and pLmix. 
(4) From  the NASA CEC  Code  (ref. 4 3 ,  set ai,, and 
( 5 )  Calculate  the  individual  fluxes, j;. 
(6) Calculate  the  total  diffusional  flux of the element 
ai, w' 
sodium 
T ,  = 900 K 
po = 1.07 atm 
pa,  = 1 atm 
f= 0.048 (wail. = 20.02 g/sec) 
L =  1.91 cm 
Step 2: 
2 ( g ) Y ' ( Y -  ') 
T , s T o ( E )  (Y - 1 )/r = 1713 K 
(C6) 
where y = 1.26 from the NASA CEC code. Equations 
(C5) and (C6) apply  only  for  isentropic  conditions, which 
are not applicable to a burner rig exhausting into the 
atmosphere.  We  chose to use these  equations,  however, 
to derive an  estimate  of T, as  there is no precise way of 
determining  its value.  Fortunately,  this  estimation 
introduces  only a small  error in the  subsequent 
calculations. 
Mmix = CYiMi= 28.800  g/mole  (C7) 
also from the NASA CEC code. From the Chapman- 
Enskog kinetic theory  (ref. 65) 
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where D is in cmz/sec  when Tis  in K , p  is in  atm,  and u is D N ~ o H , ~ ~ ~ , ~  =2.635 cm2/sec 
in A. 
and 66 can be used to estimate u and c/k; thus Step 3: 
The  Lennard-Jones  parameters listed in references  38 
Pmix,m= =2.050x  10-4g/cm3 
(C9) 
and QD,i,rnix can  be  determined  from  table B-2 in The  atomizing  air  through  the  salt  injector was  not 
reference 65 for the computed values of T , / ( C / ~ ) ~ , ~ ~ ~ .  included in the  mass  flow  calculation. 
Table V lists the  calculated  values  of Q r n i x  (eq.  (C8)) for Next we calculate  the  effective  area, which is a  function 
each of the gaseous species involved. As an example, of the discharge coefficient of the exit nozzle. For the 
consider  the  NaOH species in the  combustion gases purpose of this  example  calculation,  the  discharge 
(essentially air): coefficient is taken  as  unity  and  the  area is taken  as  the 
geometrical  area  of  the  throat of the  nozzle,  that  is, 
rd2 
A .- 2 = 5.067 cm2 
J -  4 
= 13.768 A2=0.13768 nm2 
where the exit nozzle diameter d, is 2.54  cm. Then  from 
equation (C12) 
Umix,m = 2.02 x 104 crn/sec 
The viscosity can be computed  from  the low-density 
Chapman-Enskog  theory  equation  (ref. 65) 
(%)NaOH,air,m 436.2 
- "- 1713 -3.927 
The corresponding Q D , N ~ o H , ~ ~ ~ , ~  =0.8874 
And 
DNaOH,air,m' 
(when Tis in K and u is  in A) (C15) 
where the viscosity is insensitive to pressure.  The 
Lennard-Jones parameters for air are listed in table V 
and Qp can  be  interpolated  from  table B-2  in reference 65. 
In  this  example Qr,air,m = 0.76 and pmix,w = 5.95 x 10-4 
g/cm-sec. 
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Now  all the  information is available for calculating the 
dimensionless  numbers. 
The values for Re, Sci, and Nu,,i are listed in table VI. 
Step 4: 
The mass fraction  of each species at  the  outer side  and 
the wall side  of the  boundary layer is obtained  from  the 
NASA CEC code and is listed in table VI. The  compo- 
sition of the sodium species at  the wall of the collector 
was not adjusted for the effect of element segregation 
associated with different  Fick  diffusivities of the 
components in the  boundary layer (i.e..  the  Na/S  ratio at 
the wall was taken to be the same as that in the main 
stream). Under the conditions of these experiments the 
correction  for  the element  segregation is within the 
scatter of the  data  (e.g., see table 2. I of  ref. 38 and fig. 3 
for the  magnitude  of  the  segregation  effect  and  compare 
that with the scatter of the data in fig. 19). However, 
element segregation is a  feature  of  the  computer  code  of 
the CFBL theory (ref. 44) and can be the rationale for 
dramatic variations from thermodynamically predicted 
"dewpoint" and  condensate  composition expectations 
(ref. 46). 
Step 5: 
By using equation (C2). the  information  contained in 
table VI, and the value for pmix+,, the flux for each 
species can be  computed.  These flux values are listed in 
table VI. Note  that  he flux  of Na2S04  across  the 
boundary layer is small as  compared with the flux  of the 
other  two  sodium species. The  dominant  source  of 
sodium  for  the  deposition  of  Na2S04 comes from  NaOH. 
Step 6: 
The  total flux of  sodium is computed by using equation 
(C3) and  amounts  to 
-jfia,w= 1.291 X 10-7 g/cmz-sec 
Step 7: 
The mass flux of  Na2S04  condensate on  the collector is 
calculated  from  equation (C4): 
and,  as  the  area  of the  collector is 7.601 cm2, 
&(NazS04) = 10.9 mg/hr 
The value for the deposition rate of Na2S04 provided 
from the CFBL computer code at Tw=900 K is 11.7 
mg/hr. The 7-percent  disparity between the  hand- 
calculated  value  for m and  the  computer-calculated value 
is due to the more accurate computational procedures 
used in the  CFBL  code  and  its inclusion of the 
thermophoretic  effects. 
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Appendix D 
Sensitivity  Analysis of Theory  Parameters 
The multicomponent CFBL theory program predicts 
vapor deposition rates as a function of test  parameters 
for  assumed values  of  various property  parameters. 
Accordingly, if q is any test or  property  parameter, we 
can  write 
where 
m deposition  rate 
The sensitivity value S ,  is the ratio of the fractional 
change in the  deposition  rate to  fhe  fractional  change in 
q. Taking  the  derivative of equation  (Dl) gives 
dmaS&’q”dq (D2) 
and  dividing  equation (D2) by equation  (Dl) gives 
dm - dq 
- - S q 7  m 
where the  equality sign is inserted  as  the  proportionality 
constant is cancelled out. Solving for Sq provides its 
definition. 
s - -  dm/m - d In m 
q- dqlq d In q 
-- 
Thus from equation (D3) a 10-percent change in q will 
provide  a 10 Sq-percent change in the  predicted  deposi- 
tion  rate. But S, must still be  evaluated.  The  procedure 
employs  finite  difference  approximation.  From  the 
Taylor Series 
and 
riz(q-&) =h(q) - ($),Aq+ (g),p +. . .@6) 
Subtracting  equation (D6) from  equation (D5) gives 
Substituting  equation (D7) into  equation (D4) yields the 
solution  for S,: 
Table VI1 presents  values for Sq that have  been  calculated 
by using equation (D8) for  the case Aq/q=O.O5 and at 
parameter q values near to those used in appendix B. 
Note  that  for  the seed level, S,  is about  unity  and  thus  the 
deposition  rate  would be  predicted to vary  approximately 
linearly with  seed level in this  range.  This  prediction is in 
agreement  with  the  experimental  data  presented in figures 
12  and 13. With  respect to wall temperature, a 10-percent 
change (&90 K) produces only a 10 X 0.0433 =0.433- 
percent  change in the  deposition  rate.  This  small  change, 
of  course, is due  to T,= 900 K being on the  deposition 
rate  plateau, where the  rate is insensitive to T ,  (fig. 19). 
Sensitivity values for  transport  parameters  like UN~OH, 
the intermolecular potential size parameter for sodium 
hydroxide,  are  particularly  important  as  these  parameters 
are  estimated  quantities  for  which  few  direct  data exist. 
m(q+Aq) =h(q)+ - Aq+ ( % I q   ( @ I q 3 -  d2m &= +. . .@5) 
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Appendix E 
Inertial  Impaction  Calculations 
The  capture efficiency of  a  collector in a low-particle- 
mass-loading,  high-velocity  flow is mainly  determined by 
an inertial parameter termed the Stokessnumber. The 
Stokes number Stk can be viewed as the ratio of the 
characteristic stopping time of the  particle to  the  char- 
acteristic  flow  time  around  the  collector.  Impaction 
occurs only for Stokes numbers greater than a critical 
value Stk,,it. The  stopping  time  of  the  particle is usually 
computed by applying  the  Stokes  (linear)  drag law to  a 
particle initially moving with the free-stream velocity. 
For the  situation  here,  however,  the  droplets  do  not  obey 
a  linear  drag  law (i.e., they  are  non-Stokesian).  Thus  an 
effective  Stokes  number  Stkerf  must  be  computed  that is 
dependent on the  Reynolds number based on  droplet 
diameter  and  free-stream velocity. This  Stkerf  must 
further be corrected for the compressibility effect of a 
nonnegligible  free-stream  Mach  number to produce 
Stkeff,Ma. By using Stke,-f,Ma the  capture efficiency q can 
be determined graphically from the literature (ref. 67), 
and  the  deposition  rate  can  be  computed by using 
equation (El): 
a =Wp,ooPrnix,murnix,o>Aprojrl (El 1 
For the  NazS04-seeded  burner rig data 
m = ( 1 8 . 7 ~   1 0 - 6 ) ( 2 . 0 5 ~  lO-4)(2O 199)(1.27)(1.91) 7, 
g/sec  (=a) 
m=1.828xlO-4r],g/sec (E2b) 
or 
m = 674.5 9, mg/hr (E2c) 
To compute  Stk,ff,  the  droplet  Reynolds  number must 
be calculated,  and  this  requires  knowledge of the  droplet 
diameter. Because the droplet diameter is continuously 
diminishing  as  aresult of vaporization,  an  average 
diameter is used in the  calculations. Also, air  properties 
at  an average  temperature (T,+ T,)/2 are used  because 
drag on a  droplet is a boundary  layer  effect, where T ,  is 
the droplet surface temperature that was adjusted in 
equation (10). 
The final  droplet size distribution  can be obtained by 
considering  the  history of the  droplets  from  the  time of 
their  injection  into  the  combustor  until  their  arrival at  the 
collector. The first  step is to determine  the  diminution of 
the  droplets while  they are accelerating to  the  combustion 
gas velocity. The  drag  force  for  a  droplet  of  diameter dp 
is 
Fd= -fd(up-umix,c) (E31 
where the  drag  coefficient is given by Stokes  law 
A correction  factor is required  because  the  Reynolds 
number  for  the  droplet is not much less than  unity. For 
Rep < 10oO an  approximately  corrected  drag  coefficient is 
(ref. 68), 
This  corrected  value is suitable  for  the  present 
calculations, but reference 67 provides a more rigorous 
treatment. 
From  Newton’s first law 
Then  letting C =  ( Up- UmiXJ, equation (E6)  becomes 
and  assuming  that  at t = 0, Up=O, integration of 
equation (E7) yields 
up = ~ ~ i ~ , ~  (1 - exp +) 
where r = mp/fd. 
The  time t0.9 required  for  the  droplet to reach 90 percent 
of the combustion gas velocity, Up/Umix,c=0.9, from 
equation (E8) is 
to.9 = - [In  (0.1)]7 @lo) 
The  Sauter  mean  diameter SMD’ of the  Na2S04 
solution  spray is 24.6 pm. Upon  complete  vaporization of 
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the  water  aNa2S04  molten  droplet  results  with a 
diameter  of 3.25  pm (eq. (7)). These  diameters  are 
employed as characteristic of the droplet diameter size 
distribution in these calculations. Assume that, by the 
time  the  characteristic  solution  droplet  accelerates to 90 
percent  of  the  combustion  gas velocity, its  diameter 
decreases to 20 pm. The average diameter during the 
acceleration  then is 
24.6 + 20 
2 =22.3 pm 
which  gives  a droplet  Reynolds  number  of 
Re, = 
pmixUmix,cdp - (3.60x 10-4)(4791)(2.23 x 10-3) 
Pmix 
- 
426 X 10 - 6  
where pmix and pmix were  chosen at  the  average 
temperature (T,+ T&2 = (352 + 1736)/2 = 1044 K and 
Llmix,c is the  gas velocity in the  combustor given  by 
RTo Wmix - (82.05)(1736)  (20.98) umix,c= ___ -- p&fmix S (1.068)(28.8) x (20.27) 
= 4791 cm/sec 
Then  from  equation (E9) 
(1)(2.23 x 10-3)2 
’= (18)(426~ 10-6)[1  +(0.158)(9.03)2/3] 
= 0.385 msec 
and  from  equation (E10) 
10.9 = - [In (0.1)](0.385) = 0.886  msec 
The  time  for  complete  evaporation  of  the  water  from 
the SMD solution  droplet,  as  calculated in the  main  text, 
is 2.5  msec. The  time  for  a  droplet  to  vaporize  from dp,in 
to dp,fis 
If  Re, is not  small,  equation (E12) should read 
where Nu, is the mass transfer Nusselt number. How- 
ever,  we  have  taken Nu, =2, assuming  that  the  droplets 
are spherical and that the medium is quiescent  with 
respect to the  droplets.  Although  these  assumptions  are 
not  valid  during  the  period  the  droplets  accelerate  from 
their initial velocity up to the gas-stream velocity, the 
acceleration is exponential  and so the  period is short  as 
compared with the total vaporization time. Moreover, 
under  these  experimental  conditions,  the  Reynolds 
number based on the droplet diameter and on the gas- 
stream velocity relative to  the  droplet is small (i.e., the 
modification of the Nusselt number (both for heat and 
mass  transfer)  due  to the  additional  convective 
contribution is small  as  compared  with  the  quiescent 
medium  condition, Nu, =2).  Therefore  the  rror 
introduced by our  assumptions is negligible and  equation 
(E12a)  can  be  reduced  to  equation (E12). 
Thus  the  ratio of two times is 
As stated  above,  a  24.6-pm-diameter  solution  droplet will 
have its water  completely  evaporated in 2.5  msec to yield 
a  Na2S04  particle  of  diameter 3.25 pm.  Thus  from 
equation (E 13) 
0.886 24*62 - $,f 
” 
2.5 24.62 - (3.25)2 
- 
Here the diameter of the SMD solution droplet upon 
accelerating to  0.9 V reduces to dPJ= 19.9  pm.  Thus  the 
starting  assumption  that  he  diameter  of  the  droplet 
would reduce to 20 pm by the time it accelerated to 90 
percent  of  the  gas-stream velocity is satisfactory. If the 
estimate had been unsatisfactory,  the  value  determined in 
equation (E14) would  have  been used to  compute  a new 
estimated average, and the calculations represented in 
equations (El l )   to  (E14)  would  have  been  repeated 
iteratively until  d,fappeared  to  “converge.” 
The  distance  traveled by the  characteristic  solution 
droplet during acceleration is computed by integrating 
equation  (E8): 





*=umix,c(t0.9-0-9 7)  
From  equation (E18) 
x=4791[0.886-(0.9)(0.385)] x lO-3=2.585 cm 
The distance  between  the  salt  solution  probe  and  the exit 
nozzle throat, which is the  total  distance  the  droplet  has 
to travel in the  combustor, is 10.8 cm, so the  remaining 
distance is 10.8 - 2.6 = 8.2  cm. The  total residence  time  of 
the  droplet in the  combustor is 
ttotal=O.886 + 8.2 (0.95)(4791) x lo00 = 2.7 msec 
where it is assumed that in the remaining distance, the 
droplet  has  an  average velocity of 0.95  Umix,c . 
After  the  water  completely  vaporizes,  there still 
remains 2.7 -2.5  =0.2 msec  residence  time in the 
combustor  for  vaporization of the  characteristic  Na2S04 
droplet which  reduces its diameter, by equation (E13), to 
and dpf=3.2 pm, where from  the  main  text  it was 
computed to take 9.6 msec to completely vaporize a 
3.25-pm-diameter  droplet  of Na2S04.  Thus  the 
characteristic diameter of the Na2S04 droplets as they 
leave  the  combustor is 3.2 pm. 
The droplet Reynolds numbers is given in equation 
El 1), but  now  the  gas  stream  has been  accelerated  in  the 
throat of the exit nozzle to 20 199 cm/sec. Thus from 
equation  (El 1) 




With  the  Reynolds  number  correction  due to non- 
Stokesian  drag,  Stkeff is 
and  for  this  case 
Stk,ff= 
(2.698)(3.2~ 10-4)2(20  199) 
(18)(5.95X  lO-4)[l +(0.158)(2.18)2/3](1.905) 
= 0.217 
The correction for gas-stream compressibility effects at 
nonnegligible  Mach numbers is (ref. 67). 
Wk,ff)Ma = Stk,ff 
[ I  -(5/12)Ma2+ . . .I 
(E221 
[l + (y - 1)/2Ma2 + . . 
Thus 
(Stk,ff),, = (0.217)(0.95) = 0.206 
and 
Therefore  the  droplet size is sufficiently  large  for  the 
droplets to  be deposited  by  inertial  impaction. By using 
the  graph in reference 67 and (Stk,ff)Ma = 0.206, q is in  the 
range 0.03 to 0.05. The  range is due  to  the inexactness in 
reading the graph. Substituting q into equation (E2c) 
gives m = 20.2 to 33.7 mg/hr.  These values  encompass  the 
experimentally  determined  plateau  value  for  the 
deposition  rate of Na2S04  from a NazSO4-seeded 
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TABLE I. -SYNTHETIC 



















TABLE 11. - CFBL COMPUTER  PROGRAM  INPUT DATA AND  RESULTS FOR PRINCIPAL  TESTS 
USING COLLAR  LINERS 
Airflow,  kg/hr (Ib/hr) 
Inlet  air  temperature, K 
Fuel-to-air  ratio 
Sulfur  concentration in fuel, 
Salt  concentration in air,  ppm 
Na  (K) concentration in air, 
Adiabatic temperature, T,,, K 
Stagnation  temperature, (TO = 
Dewpoint temperatureb, K 
Plateau  deposition  rate  (experi- 
mental), m, mg/hr 
Plateau  deposition  rate  (CFBL), 
m, mg/hr 
Difference between experimental 
and CFBL  plateau  deposition 
rates,  percent 
percent 
(weight) 
ppm  (moles) 









































































'Actual  combustion  gas  temperatures  averaged 150 deg  C  below  the  adiabatic  temperatures  calculated  from  fuel-to-air  ratios. 


















TABLE 111. -THERMAL BARRIER  COATING  SPECIFICATION' 
Materials  Bond  Barrier  Collector  Procedures 
coat  coat 
Coating  thickness 
mm mils mm mils 
Substrate: 304 Stainless  steel (see 
Bond  coat: Fe-35.4Cr-11.4Al-0.26Yb 
9 0.23 10  0.25A Substrate:  Surface to be  coated 
Bond  coat:  Plasma  sprayed  in  Barrier  coat:  Zr02-6Y203  (in wt%) 
14 .36 14 .36 B fit into ceramic  spacers  were 
fig. 27 for dimensions) 
taped, fig. 5@)) (in wt%) 
was grit  blasted  (inserts that 
argon at 400 A  and 12 kW. 
argon at 500 A  and 12 kW. 
Barrier  coat:  Plasma  sprayed in 
aPrivate communication from Stcphan Stccurl of NASA Lewis. 










Vapor  diffusion 




Atoms and molecules 
Heavy molecules 
(condensate  aerosols, 
clusters,  and  sub- 
micrometer  particles) 
Macroscopic  particles 
aFrorn ref. 9. 
bHodc  of deposition  is  not  fired by  particle size alone. 
Transport mechanism 
Fick,  Soret,  and  eddy 
diffusion 
Brownian and eddy 
diffusion  and  thermo- 
phoresis 
Inertial and eddy 
impaction 
Deposition  characteristicC 
Tdp < T,; low 7 and deposition 
on  side  away  from  line of 
sight; low sensitivity to 
T,  - T,; and  rate levels off 
for T, < < TdD 
Tdp= 7,; lowest g; high  sen- 
sitivity to  Tm - 7,; and  rate 
nearly  linear with 
Tm-  Tw 
No  apparent Tdp; highest 7 ;  
independent of 7, - T,; 
preferential  deposition on 
side  facing  flow 
C?=capture efficiency o f  collecfor; Tdp=dewpoint temperature: T,=gas main-stream temperature; T,= wall temperature. 
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TABLE V. -CALCULATED  VALUES O F  FICK  DIFFUSION  COEFFICIENT 


















Q ~ , i , ~ i ~ , ~  
coefficient integral, 
Fick diffusion 
for species i, 
D;.mix.m. 
cm2/sec 
0.8534  3.3462 
2.6347 
1.6105 
97 .oa ""- ""_ 
aFrom ref. 65; that calculated from ref. 66 is  78.6 K 
TABLE VI. -TRANSPORT  NUMBERS  FOR  DEPOSITION  FROM  Na2S04-SEEDED 
BURNER  WITH  CORRESPONDING  WEIGHT  FRACTION OF 
EACH  SPECIES  AT BOUNDARY LAYER INTERFACES  AND  FLUXES 
F 
- 
Fick diffusion coefficient for 
species i, D;,mix,m. cm2/sec 
Schmidt  number of species i, 
sci 
scp.4 
Mass transfer Nusselt number 
Mass fraction  of species i at 
for species i,  NU,,,^ 
outer edge of boundary 
layer, ui,m 
wall side of boundary  layer, 
Diffusion mass flux of species 
Mass fraction of species i at 
Wi. w 
i at collector side wall of 
boundary layer, -&, 
g/cm2-sec 
species i,  ON^/^ 
Mass fraction of sodium in 
Reynolds number 







2.6591 x IO-' 
2 . 4 9 5 6 ~  









9.6929 x 10- l4 







3 . 5 3 1 8 ~  10-I' 
1.7777x10-" 
2.9865 x IO- l 3  
0.324 
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TABLE  VII.  -PARAMETRIC  SENSITIVITY RESULTS FOR 
Na2S04-SEEDED RUN WITH PROPERTY 
PARAMETERS  LISTED 
Quantity, q Ratio  of  fractional 
change in deposition 
rate  to  fractional 
change in q. I 
Mass  fraction of sodium at  outer edge  of 
of boundary  layer, ma,-, 17.8 ppmw  (com- 
bustion  air) 
(158.9 lb/hr) 
Total mass  flow  rate, k ( l  +j), 72.1 kg/hr 
Mass  fuel-to-air  ratio, f, 0.0481 
Main-stream  stagnation  temperature, To. 1980 K 
Temperature  at  collector  wall, T,, 900 K 
NaOH  collision  diameter,  u(NaOH), 0.3804 nm 
NaOH energy well, E(NaOH)/k, 1962 K 
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chemically frozen boundary 1 ayer ( C F B L )  computer program, which i s  based on mu1 t i -  
component vapor transport t h r o u g h  the boundary layer. Excellent agreement was ob- 
tained between theory and experiment for the NaC1-seeded case, b u t  the agreement 
lessened as the seed was changed to synthetic sea salt ,  NaN03, and K2S04, respec- 
t ively,  and was particularly poor in  the  case of Na2S04.  However,  when iner t ia l  
impaction was  assumed t o  be the deposition mechanism for the Na2S04 case, the pre- 
dicted rates agreed well w i t h  the experimental rates. The former were calculated 
from a mean particle diameter t h a t  was derived from the measured ini t ia l  droplet  
size distribution of the  solution  spray.  Critical  experiments showed that l iquid- 
phase deposits were blown off the smooth surface of the platinum-rhodium collec- 
tors  by the aerodynamic shear forces of the high-velocity combustion gases b u t  
that  rough or porous surfaces retained their liquid deposits. 
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